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January 9, 1989 
Juanita K. Bunter 
Petrina Smith 
Rt 796, RD2, Box 92 
CochranviUe, PA 19330 
(215) 869-3558 
New York State Nurses' Association 
2113 western Avenue 
Guilderland, N.Y. 12084 
near Juanita; 
...... 
As you may know, I recently left the position of Executive Director of 
the Delaware Nurses' Association. I appreciated the opportunity to 
become more closely involved in nursing issues and was very happy to 
meet nurses, like yourself, who are concerned about the future of the 
profession and doing something about it. I will not forget the 
delicious dinner you and your husband had with us in Kentucky. 
I also wanted to tell you that I am now available to work, as a 
consultant, on short term projects such as program planning, grant 
writing, feasibility studies, and problem solving. I will also take 
temporary administrative assignments while permanent personnel are 
sought. 
You may be aware of an occasional need for If!Y services, either within 
your organization, or anong your colleagues. A listing of several of 
my previous projects follows and my reswne is included for your 
information. 
Previous projects include: 
-Strategic and long range planning, COlllllUnity health center 
~ign of hospital and freestanding aubulatory care clinics 
-Planning of a Conmunity Hospital Oncology Program 
I've also had extensive grant writing experience including successful 
funding of projects such as community health centers, patient 
transportation systems, United Way funding, capital projects, clinical 
research and diabetes education programs. 
I will be haWY to discuss possible projects with you, or ways in 
which my participation may be helpful. If you become aware of others 
Who might benefit from my assistance, I will appreciate your nention of 
availability. I look forward to the opportunity to provide service 
to you and hope we will have the opportunity to iooet again. 
Sincerely, 
Petrina M. smith, RN, MBA 
-:t:t-zz? 
c.o...-r~onclen=e 
rec e·rv ecl . 
Planning 
RBSl.a 
PHl'lUM "· (DJSMRU.AJ SIIIm 
Rt. 796, RD 2, Bm: 92 
Ox:braaville, a 19330 
(215)869-3558 
BX.etttn RN[ZS 
Participated in certificates of need preparations as planning staff for 
500 bed hospital; facilities purchase and renovations ($42 million and 
$300,000 projects); strategic and long range planning (both hospital 
and free standing airbul.atory clinic); program planning (hospital 
oncology program and freestanding anbulatory care clinic among others). 
ldld.n:i.strat: 
Administered $1. 2 million Conmmity Health Center with 37 employees; 
$123,000 Comrunity Hospital Oncology Program planning grant; $700,000 
clinical research foundation; professional nursing association. 
Plmraising 
Achieved awards of close to $10 million funding from federal and state 
governments, private foundations, trusts and indust:cy. 
Research 
Acted as research assistant on a nUI!ber of clinical studies; co-author 
of several published papers; feasibility studies (oncology unit). 
Ow1111Dicatims 
Published newsletters for two organizations; author of chapter for 
Quality Assurance manual; presented papers before national 
organizations. 
Rlrsing 
Provided nine years medical-surgical and occupational nursing care. 
1976 M.B.A. Wharton Graduate School, University of Pennsylvania, mjor 
in Health care Administration. 
1974 B.B.A., Temple University, major in Economics, magna cum laude. 
1963 R.N., Hazleton State Hospital SChool of Nursing, Hazleton, PA, 
scl1olastic achievement award. 
Ell!mlERS 
Donald GUthrie Foundation for Medical Research, Sayre, PA 
St. :Luke's Hospital of Bethlehem, PA 
Lehigh Valley Hospital Center, Allentown, PA 
ChesPenn Health Services, Chester, PA 
Delaware Nurses' Association, Newark, DE 
BOOTH MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER 
A voluntary, non-profit 467-bed Medical Center 
Main Street & Booll'I Memorial Ave. Flushing, New York 11355 • {718) 670-1231 
JUANITA HUNTER, R.N. 
PRESIDENT 
HYS NURSE ASSOCIATION 
2113 WESTERN AVENUE 
GUILDERLAND, NY 12084 
Dear JUANITA HUNTER: 
September 7 1 1989 
The month of May was an exciting one for New York State nurses with 
the introduction of the Nurse of Distinction Awards and Conference by 
the New York State Legislature on May 9th and 10th. 
I was extremely honored to be named the first Nurse of Distinction 
and felt, then and now, that the award should serve as a foundation for 
a project that could make some special contribution to health care or 
nursing. In my acceptance speech I suggested that the New York State 
Legislature not only recognize nurses' contributions through this award 
but utilize us in some meaningful way to make important changes in the 
health care system. 
Since then, I have written to the ~overnor and to Senator Lombardi 
reiterating that we would be following through. I have also been 
successful in obtaining funding for a September meeting with the seven 
regional Nurses of Distinction to look more closely at what we might do. 
The other m.:rses and I are all very enthusiastic about the 
possibility of utilizing our network in a special way and "You' 11 be 
hearing from us further"! 
Sincerely, 
E1~~1~r& R.N. 
clinical Nurse Specialist · 
New York State Nurse of Distinction 
EAA:iblll 
enclosure: acceptance speech 
Booth Memorial Medical Center Is affiliated with 
New York University Medical Canter. 
-:t:t2'8 
CL)rre:;.ponclen:€. 
. recizvecl 
ELIZABETH A. A YELLO MS., RN 
Booth Memorial Medical Center 
56-IJS Main Street 
Flushing, NY 113S5 
(718) 670-1222 
NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE NURSE OF DISTINCTION ACCEPTANCE SPEECH 
Albany, New York 
May 10, 1989 
Thank you very much. 
Governor Cuomo. Senator Lombardi, Distinguished Members of the Legislature, 
Distinguished Guests. Friends, and My Colleagues-au of whom are NURsES OF 
DISTINCTION! 
It is with great pride that I speak to you today as the FIRST recepient of the NEW 
YORK STATE LEGISLATURE NURSE OF DISTINCTION AWARD. As a nurse who 
has dedicated most of her career to clinical practice. I am delighted that nurses are 
being recognized for their unique contributions to health care. 
New Yorkers have come to expect high quality health care. However. we tend to 
take for granted. scientific advances that have dramatically altered the course of 
human life; for example, the early diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer in less 
radical ways, the successful management of pregnancies complicated by high risk 
conditions, and the maintenance of the nutritional status of persons unable to eat, 
through the use of high tech feeding therapies. These tremendous accomplishments, 
to name only a few, are a result of an imaginative team effort in which nurses play 
a leadership role. Nurses are, in fact. the "Synthesizers" of patient care. We bring 
together all the elemell'lts which are necessary for the management of people in need 
of health care. As the largest group of health care professionals. we practice in the 
widest variety of settings and in greatly diverse roles. All we have to do is look around 
this room to find evidence of the distinguished contributions nurses make in every 
facet of life and health. 
The American Nurses' Association slogan for 1989 i; •NURSES CHANGE LIVES' and we 
DO in many ways. Some promote the maintenance of wellness. through health teaching. 
Others provide expert clinical care. Still others, through education, prepare nursing 
students to join our ranks. In my own practice, I have been able to make a positive 
impact on people who have experienced changes in their body image due to disfiguring 
surgery. As the founder of a support group for parents of children with Down Syndrome. 
I have been able to assist families in learning to cope with the needs of a child with a 
developmental disability. And after 18 years of being a nurse, I still believe that I made 
the right choice. 
Every nurse today has compassion and concern for people from fife's begiMing until its 
end. However, it is increasingly difficult to practice as we would like to, in the present 
health care climate. Because, as you know, the health care system itself, is acutely 
ill and in need of intensive care. Just complying with the numerous regulations, while 
delivering quality care in a humanistic way is an enormous challenge. In addition, the 
the nurse must provide this care in a cost effective manner, within a system that 
is heavily restricted financially. Someone must decide what our priorities should be, 
and make the necessary changes in the New York State health care system. And I believe 
that you and I, as nurses, must play a leadership role in making these decisive changes. 
Today more than 300 institutional nominees, and 8 regfonal winners have been chosen 
to represent the excellence of New York State Nurses. I therefore. propose that the 
New York State Legislature not only recognize nurses• contributions through this 
award, but utilize us in an on-going way. so together we can make the necessary 
changes in the health care system which would enable us al! to.enter the 1990s with 
a healthier health care system. 
I look forward to doing my part to make this a reality! I will be calling Senator Lombardi 
and Governor Cuomo, to discuss what we can do, and I will be in touch with my fellow 
nurses of distinction after I have done so. YOU'LL BE HEARING FROM ME! 
~zg 
eorreSpocclea:e 
· · tc::ccii~e.f# 
• .·\11 -/11'i. 1cstn1c11t· i,r lll't1ltli Can.' · · 
July 18, 1989 
NYSNA CONVENTION '89 
OCTOBER 27-30 • ALBANY CONVENTION CENTER 
ALBANY, NEW YORK 
Juanita K. Hunter, EdD, RN 
127 Shirley Avenue 
Buffalo, New York 14215 
Dear Dr. Hunter: 
Enclosed is a copy of my letter responding to nurses who have 
written to ask that NYSNA sponsor mandatory third party reim-
bursement specifically for clinical specialists in 
psychiatric/mental health nursing. I thought this information 
might be helpful when you answer the letters you received. 
Sincerely, 
E. be Gould, HSN, RN 
Director 
Legislative Program 
EJG/gad 
Enclosure 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION • 2113 WESTERN AVENUE, GUILDERLAND, NEW YORK 12084 • (518) 45~53n 
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MARGHERITE C. MATTEIS. PH.D .• c.s.J N.>J. 
280 Pinebrook Boulevard 
New Rochelle, New York 10804 
Juanita Hunter. Ed.D, R.N. 
President 
NYSHA 
2113 Western Ave. 
Guilderland. NY 12084 
Dear Dr. Hunter; 
914-632-2170 
June 16, 1989 
I am a member of the Network of New York Clinical 
Specialists in Psychiatric/Mental Health Nursing. I 
strongly support the Network's position in ammending nthe 
New York State Insurance Law, Sections 3221(4) and 4303 to 
provide equality of coverage for psychiatric or 
psychological services and treatment performed by registered 
professional nurses within the lawful scope of their 
practice". This would mandate third party reimbursement for 
ANA Certified Clinical Specialists in Psychiatric-Ment31 
Health Nursing. 
As you know, ANA Certified Clinical Specialists in 
Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing are integral members of 
the mental health field and should be treated as such. This 
change in the insurance law would not have any effect on the 
Nurse Practice Act. The passage oTThe bill to change the 
insurance law is vital to the economic livelihood of ANA 
Certified Clinical Specialists in Psychiatric-Mental Health 
Nursing who practice privately. It is important that the 
health care consumer have freedom of choice in mental health 
services, including those provided by ANA Certified Clinical 
Specialists in Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing. P~ssagP. 
of this bill is vital to raising the public's image of 
psychiatric-mental health nursing. 
Network members, including myself, strongly believe in 
solidarity in nursing. I am in support of the comprehensive 
bill providing third-party reimbursement for all nurses and 
vill help to get this actualized. However, due to the very 
negative economic impact of lack of mandatory reimbursement, 
we need to take all possible opportunities to attain 
mandatory third-party reimbursement. 
I strongly believe your support of this ammendment to the 
Kev York State Insurance Lav would be instrumental to its 
____ cr~r:c, •· 
: -. cecei,r<J,~,;. 
passage. Thank you for your time and attention. 
Sincerely, 
~~"-~-» .. u .. c.s. 
Member, Network of New York Clinical 
Specialists in Psychiatric/Mental 
Health Nursing ------------··· 
CC: Madelaine Nagle. Ph.D •• R.N. 
Joyce E. Gould, R.N. 
rrc:Sponc 
rueiv eCi 
MARGHERITE C. MATTEIS. PH.D •• c.s.,R-A/. 
280 Plnebrook Boulevard 
New Rochelle, New York 10804 
914-632-2170 
June 16, 1989 
Juanita Hunter, Ed.D, R.N. 
President 
NYSNA 
2113 Western Ave. 
Guilderland, NY 12084 
Dear Dr. Hunter; 
I am a member of the Network of Nev York Clinical 
Specialists in Psychiatric/Mental Health Nursing. Recently 
I was informed that under the new NYSNA health benefits • 
package, nurses will be able to choose the health insurance 
op~j.on of CIGNA. rt is my knowledge that CIGNA does not -.._,_ 
reimburse for services rendered by ..a-el j oic.itl specialist in · 
c . atric/meotal health nursing. However, .t°hefets----· 
mandatory t ir -party reim ursement for clinical specialists 
in psychiatric/mental health nursing in the state of 
Connecticut which is the location of the headquarters of 
CIGNA. Thus, I think NYSNA could work on revising this 
policy (If NYSNA has not done so already). 
I think it is vital to our profession that we offer NYSNA 
nurses health insurance policies that cover the services of 
our profession. I would appreciate your response to my 
request for clarification. Thank you. 
CC: Martha Orr 
Madelaine Naegle 
Sincerely, 
•• .• R.n .• c.s. 
Member, Network of New York Clinical 
Specialists in Psychiatric/Mental 
Health Nursing 
RUTH L RABINER. R.N •• C.S •• M.A. 
145 CDUNTRY RIDGE DRIVE 
June 14, 1989 
Juanita Hunter,Ed.D.,R.N. 
Presiden~ 
RYE BROOK. NEW YDRIC 1D573 
(914J 939-594S 
New York State Nurses Association 
211) Western Avenue 
Guilderland, New York 12084 
Dear Ms. Hunte re 
..I.IN J 9 1989 
I am a Clinical Specialist is Psychiatric/Adult Mental Health Nursing 
and have been certified by the American Nurses Association since 1981. 
At about that time I completed a fellowship training program in psy-
choanalytic psychotherapy and began a private practice. 
In the beginning my fee was paid exclusively by the client~. In 1985, 
when Governor Cuomo signed the third party reimbursement bill 1'or nurses 
into law I began my campaign of educating my clients and their employ-
ers about the availability of insurance coverage. My files are full of 
letters to employers, insurance companies and Karen Ballard,N.A. ,R.N., 
Director of Nursing Practice and Services of the New York State Nurses 
Association whose most helpful advice and intervention on maey occasions 
I could not have done without. For the most part the struggle has paid 
o;ff. On one occasion an employer agreed to have insurance reiaburse my 
client even though it was a privately fUnded plan. citing my education. 
qualifications and experience as a qualified mental heal th professional. 
At this time Dr. Hunter, I am tired. I am tired of' writing letters, 
tired of feeling like a second class professional and tired of explain-
ing to my clients what they have to do in order to receive 
ment. Therefore, al though I strongly support the efforts of' the Hew 
York State Nurses Association to achieve f'or·al1 nurses, 
I feel that I want to support as strongly as I can the Network of New 
York Clinical Specialists in Psychiatric7Mental Heal-th Nursing, who will 
be directing their efforts at obtaining third party on 
a mandatory basis for Certified Clinical Specialist in Psychiatric/ 
Mental Health Nursing. 
I believe that it will probably take the New York State Nurses Associa-
tion much more time to achieve the goal of mandatory third party .-rei•-
bursement for all nurses, than it will take the Network to achieve this 
for our specialized group. Insurance reimbursement is vital. for the con-
tj nuation of my practice. Just yesterday I had to refer a client away 
because her policy for outpatient psychotherapy only covered-treatment 
by a psychiatrist or psychologiist. This hurts me and my colleagues 
professionally as well as financially. 
I will continue to support the efforts of the New York Sate Nurses 
Association to which I have be1onged {or the past thirty :rive years. 
Sincerel.y, 
Ruth Rabi ner 
cea Madeiaine Naegl.e,Ph.D,Presi~~nt El.ect. MSNA 
E.Joyce Goul.d, R.M. ,L.egi.el.ative Director, lll:SNA 
Corr~ ,,-,c/erx:e_ 
rece1vecl · 
.!uanite. Hunter, Ed.D. ,R. li., 
President 
Nev York State T.urses Assoc. 
~113 ~estern Avenue 
Guilderland, nev York 12084 
Dear Dr. liunter: 
197-07 Dunton Avenue 
Rolliswood, Rev York 
.:une 12, 1989 
I am a Clinical Specia1ist in Mental Realth Fs~chiatric 
Uursing and a: currently in the process of establishing a private 
rractice in child therapy. I vould like to ask for your aggressive 
and sustained support for the lecislative bill proposed by the 
lletvork of Clinical Srecialists in Psychiatric/Mental liealth 
~ursine seeking ~andatory third-party rei~bursement for nurse-
rsychotherapists !.:!_ the !iYSliA-sponsored bill advocating 
for reinburse~ent for all nurses. As a nurse-psychotherapist, . 
it is crucial for ~y 1ivelihood that I be able to accept patients 
vith any insurance carrier. I ac a hiehly trained and skilled 
fractitioner, and yet =Y credentials and expertise are not 
recoenized by certain =eJor ir.surance co~panies. This represents 
a serious econo~ic icjustice to ~e and other nurse tberapi~ts 9 
the vest Eajority o~ vhoo are vo~en and also co~prooises the 
~reeao~ of choice for our clients. 
I stronely appeal to you to recognize the urGency of our 
need to enect legislation that will enable us as Clinical 
Specialists to practice ar.d use our skills to provide needed 
services by establishin? a viable econocic situation in which 
to function. I ask yo~ to actively surport both bills for as 
lon~ as it takes to achieve our goals for all nurses. 
PL:dml 
cc: Madelaine llaecle, Pii.D.,R.:., 
President-!.lect 
r.ev York State ~urses Assoc. 
2113 ~estern Avenue 
Guilderland, ~ew York lf064 
t. Joyce Goula, R.N., 
Legislative Director 
Wev York State Nurses Assoc. 
~113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, Uev York 1~064 
Sincerely, 
Pergy l. L~ons, M.S.,R.n.,c.s. 
• .. ·or. mary ann feldstein 
child & family therapist 
17 4 east 7 4th street 
newyork. n.y. 10021 
(212) 879-0753 
President Juan1ta Hunter,Ed.D.,R.N . 
NYSNA 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guflderland,N.Y. 12084 
Dear Prestdent Hunter: 
I need to strongly encourage NYSNA of which I am a member to adopt the 
Network of New York Clinical Specialists in Psychiatric /Mental Health 
Nursina·s bill. The present New York State Insurance Law directly 
threatens our livelihood and therefore our existence. Equality of coverage 
for psychiatric or psychological services and treatment performed by 
registered professional nurses within the scope of their practice should be 
mandated as ft is in many other states. 
People in important positions in the State Department of Health are not 
only uninformed but are Quite cavalier in their attitude toward nurse -
psychotherapists. I have written to the Governor asking him to urge our 
state legislators to amend the present Insurance Law. 
I ur.ge you to push for legislation to prov1de mandatory coverage for us. 
Sincerely, 
-~/~ 
Mary Ann Feldstein,Ed.D.,R.N.,C.S. 
cc. Dr. Madelaine Naegle 
- Joyce GouJd,R.N. 
Susan R. Cohen,Ph.O.,R.N.,C.S. 
C.or r~nclerx::(: 
recerve6J/·· 
JUL 3 1989 
IDA JEAN SCHROY, MS., R.N~ C.S. 
PSYCH011IERAPIST 
Lie.# 109733 
Ccrtifu:atioo # OJ I 052 
(S16) 7S7-04S5 
June 19, 1989 
President Juanita Hunter, Ed.D., R.N. 
New York State Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, NY 12084 
Dear Dr. Hunter, 
I am an NYSNA member for over 20 years and a 
nurse for over 40 years. I have been an ANA 
certified Clinical Nurse Specialist for 
Psychiatric/Mental Health Nursing for the 
past 7 years. It is essential to my livelihood 
as a psychotherapist that the bill which the 
Network of New York Clinical Specialists in 
Psychiatric/Mental Health Nursing is supporting 
be passed. As a member of the NYSNA, I am 
supporting their bill for all nurses, but 
from a letter received by one of our members 
from the Office of the Governor, it seems 
unlikely that bill will pass this session. 
We as nurse psychotherapists are being 
discriminated against! We have more experience 
and more education than many of our colleagues 
from social work and yet are not being recog-
nized by many insurance companies. Please do 
all you can to support us. 
cc: Pres. Elect Madelaine Naegle, Ph.D., R.N. 
Legislative Director E.Joyce Gould, R.N. 
:>. :t "r• ~CHftOY 
13, bttn~ Neck ftoa• 
Northoon ~Y 117&1 
Ad.et m 
UNIVERsrrJ.PGARDEN CIT'! La-.G 1SLANQ NEW YORK 11530 
MARIONA. BUCKLEY SCI-IOOLOFNURSING 
OFFICE:OFTHEOEAN 
June 20, 1.989 
Dr. Juanita Hunter, President 
New York State Nurses' Association 
2ll3 Western Avenue · 
Guilderland, New York 12084 
Dear Dr. Hunter: 
• !!,I 2 . .:; ;._ ... : 
...;Urt -- . ._ ---.... 
BOX516 
15161663-1002 
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen recently called nurses, •the front line 
of America's health care syatem". He went on to say that 
"the most direct way for Congress to learn about the state 
of one health care system is from the nursing community•. 
It is 7ncouragin~ to see legislators recognize the nursing 
community as an l.lTiportant force and source of information. 
In this spirit I'm voicing my sense of urgency aoout the 
passage of the specific network bill.. The bill would require 
mandatory third party reimbursement, rather than the current 
system in which individual insurance plans maintain discrimin-
atory compensation policies. The specific network bill is 
particularl.y important to clinical nurse specialists in 
psychiatric/mentaL health nursing. 
I hope you will use your influence to see that this NYSNA 
sponsored bill is enacted. 
Sincerel~ 
JacgueUcrC. ::, 6:: FAAN 
Dean and Professor 
cc: Madelaine Naegle, NYSNA 
E. Joyce Gould, NYSNA 
Susan R. Conen, 
Network of New York Clinical 
Specialists in Psychiatric/Mental 
Heal.th Nursing 
JRH:bk 
•. 
rr~nc 
. ~~~)~~ecli 
JUN -8 1989 
Juanita Hunter,. Ed.D., R.N. 
President 
LYN SULLIVAN, R.N., M.S., C.S. 
100 ~'DL'J OAKS 
ROCHESTER. l\"EW IDRK 14626 
(716) 586-1810 
June 6, 1989 
New York State Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, New York 12084 
Dear Ms. Hunter: 
Enclosed please find copy of my letter to E. Joyce Gould. 
I am working toward reimbursement of Clinical Specialists in psychiatric nursing as 
my most urgent need and concern, and also support NYSNA's sponsored bill. 
Thank you all for your work and support. 
::r~!~ 
~van, R.N., M.S., c.s. 
LYN SULLIVAN, R.N., M.S., C.S. 
100 LINDEN OAKS 
ROCHESTER. NEW 'YORK 1462:5 
(716) :ssG-1810 
E. Joyce Gould, R.N. 
Director, Legislative Program 
New York State Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, New York 12084 
Dear Ms. Gould: 
June 6, 1989 
I am writing to convey my agreement with and support of the New York State Clinical 
Specialist agenda to support the NYSNA comprehensive bill for reimbursement of 
all n~r~es, but the urgency t~ put through a bill that would reimburse psychiatric clinical 
spec1ahsts, commensurate with other providers of psyclliatrlc care and psychotherapy. 
I a~ a Clinical Specialist in psychiatric nursing with a small private practice that 
contmues to~~ !Doney rather than yield a profit. It is certainly much more urgent 
for me to obtam rennbursement commensurate with other psychiatric practitioners. 
My experience and education have prepared me to render commensurate, and in some 
ways ~tter, _treatment for ~he psychiatric population and those in need of psychological 
counseling, given my expertise m both medical and psychological aspects of treatment 
than other reimbursable specialties. The lack of reimbursement both limits referrals: 
and causes transfers from my care to other providers. I also want to be reimbursed 
in co_mmensurate ways to those practicing similar treatments in my specialty and 
practice. . 
I fe4:I the spe_ci~city and commE:nsurate practice and preparation make the psychiatric 
C Ii meal Sp~c,ahst very ~ppropr,ate for reimbursement, given our practice,. and our 
cost effectiveness. I beheve we can get the attention and support of legislators in 
this regard, and will put my efforts toward this goal. . 
I strongly support reimbursement across the board for nurses and am willing to help, 
so please send me the appropriate information so that I can also work toward this goal 
with you. 
Thanks for your work for all of us. 
Sincerely yours, 
Lyn Sullivan,, R.N., M.S... c.s. 
. i 
~can Nurses' Association, 
Minority 
Fellowship Program 
Hattie Bessent, Ed.D., R.N. 
Inc. 
Co r •~r,clerce_ 
reccivecl 
8 Deputy Executi\~ Director Januat.y 16, 1990 
Juanita Bunter, mi.D., R.N. 
Assistant .Pzofessar, SdJcol of Nul:sin;J 
state university of Neil Yark @ a.tffalo 
3435 Hain Sb:eet 
'Blffalo, NY 14214 
Dear Dr. mmter: 
nJe American Nlxse's hsociaticri will hold its 57th o::mventia,, in Boston, 
Kassadmsetts, JUne 15-20, 1990. At this meet:in;, the Minority Fellowship 
Pm;JtdiiS am the cabinet en mman Rights will hanor select rutstarxim;J wanen 
of colar. 'lbis ocrasicn will provide us with the cgx:,rtunity to recognize 
and hcnar several. waaen far their oontril:utions to nursirq, 
science, :me:Uclne, homanities and law. 
You have been selected as a recipient of this honor. It wai1d be wr 
p.leas1Jm to best ycur visit to Bostat, Massachusetts to zecei.ve your awam. 
Hctel ac::xmmJdati.aJ far a1e night, and per diem of $30.00 will .be available 
to ycu. If ycu llalld. like, I can make ycur hotel zesez:vatians :tut I am 
aSSllmin;J yai will be att:end.inJ the ANA artVenticri. 
nJe Public lbel's Awam will be held a,. TUesday, June 19, 1990 frail 
7:00 p.m. until 9:00 p.lll~ 
Please ya.Jr to att:em air banquet oereoony by 
to the alihess belat. If yai respcni in the affimative, am I hcpe that 
ycu will, please sex! a a::py of your curriculum vitae to the ad:lress below 
by February 25, 1990. 
American Nurses' Associaticm, :rm. 
Minority Ml.owsbip .P.rogy;ans 
1030 15th Sb:eet, N.W., SUite 908 
wash:i.t:gt.cn, D.C. 20005 
'ii..~, BLD., R.lf, 
DEpzty Executive Di:mct:oJ: 
Etbnic/Racial. Minority Mlowsh:ip Progiimls 
1030 15th Street N.W. Suite 716 Washington, D.C. 20005 
NEW YORK STATE NlJBSES FOR POLITICAL ACTION 
314 WEST~ STREET NEW YORK.NEW YORK 10019 
September 15, 1989 
Juanita Hunter, President 
New York State Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, NY 12084 
Dear Juanita: 
As a follow up to our phone conversations, I am writing to 
reiterate my appreication for your invitation to speak with 
District Presidents. I hope that adequate time for planning 
will make it possible for us to be present at the January 
meeting. As we discussed, January might actually help 
district members better understand the relationship between 
political involvement and lobbying. 
Because the Legislature will be in session, NYSNA members 
should already be working with their state representatives. 
As NYS-NPA gathers information about the 1990 elections, we 
can discuss the importance of sharing information about 
candidates and working on candidate's campaigns. We can 
look at how these activities can benefit NYSNA's legislative 
program. 
Though your tenure as President ends soon, I hope you can 
continue to be involved in the on-going dialogue between the 
two organizations we represent. Your initial. efforts to 
spearhead the process has gained the respect and 
appreciation of our Board. 
lf~h best 
~t:/j K. 
wishes, 
Leavitt 
Chair 
JKL/ja 
j _~ YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
•••• , •• ,.. '1/4z. 
To: JJ<II 
From: mLO 
2t .. ,,i~~:;;,~~~~- (e:.:Aj, 
#2-fj ~-=-~-: 
r rtSpo nclen:: 
recezvecl 
Juanita Hunter. EdD. RI 
President 
ANNA M. SABIA. R.N. 
CLINICAL NURSE ONCOLOGIST 
P. 0. BOX 637 
SCHROON LAKE. NY 1%870 
1518) 532·9494 
Septmabar 20. 1989 
New York State Nurse& Aaaociation 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland. NY 12084 
Dear Ks. Hunter: 
I was •ost by your the President". 
in this SepteMber1 s issue of Report. The probleas you have 
identi£ied two basic categoriea: tbe irrelevance 0£ HYSNA to 
nurses in general and •ore apeci£ically. to its aeaberahip; and 
the .. inbreeding .. of the organi:zation. The of what 
you so candidly identified require For HYSNA to 
attenpt to formulate valid approaches. courage and candor 
are needed. Then. perhaps. your forthright declaration of the 
probleas will be a prelude to their solution. 
Several observations regarding HYSHA1 s irrelevance see• 
inescapable. That there are only 30.000 aeabera is an indictaent 
of the organization in a state where there are approxiaately 10 
times that number of licensees. When one realizes that for 
of these 30,000, membership is involuntary, a •andatory function 
of unionism. the appeal of the organization to those who can 
exercise free choice can be seen in its true perspective. Few 
nurses voluntarily Join. How can we account for tbia? 
NYSNA alienates ~any 0£ the aeabers of the profession for 
whoa it ostensibly speaks. HYSHA has been outspoken in 
vdenigrating associate degrees and by extension, nurses licensed 
on the basis of such degrees. Despite talk of grandfathering, AD 
nurses are becoaing second-class aeabers of their own 
organization: already they have suffered a loaa of rights. Yet I 
believe such nurses are the aost nuaerous in the state. At the 
least. they fora a sizable body. Should such nurses Join HYSHA? 
Should they support NYSHA'a position? I cannot iaagine why. 
NYSNA expends time and money trying to erode the legiti•ate 
distinctions between the practice of nursing and the practice of 
medicine. Firat in regard to Nurae Practitioners. and now in 
regard to Nurse M1.dwives, NYSN'A has pro•oted, and is proaoti.ng. 
, , ·the diagnosis and treat•ent of huaan illnesses and prescriptive 
privileges for nurses. While this will never be of benefit to 
the vast maJority of •e•ber& ~nd potential it doe& do 
such nurses considerable hara. 
It. focuses NY5NA 1 s interest. attention and •oney where it 
will least bene£it nuraea. At the least. this ia 
~3 
;.-f. 
< 
.::;I 
.¥1 
~:.J 
i f.;t~~ , 
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Juanita Hunter 
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vron9headed. Leaving aaide the :few iaauea which require 
positions which aay not be coaproaiaed. in all other inatancea, 
BYSNA ought to be governed by the basic principal of 
ut.1.l.1.tar::Lani.aa: the great.eat good :for the greatest nu:nber. 
Utility ia a real bene:fit in the real world. 
However. NYSNA has becoae a parochial organization. seeking 
,to a•end the nuraa practice act in the ::Lntereat 0£ £ewer than 300 
, ,· nurae-aidwi.vea state-wide. They constitute less than 1/10 0£ 1~ 
0£ Hew York's licensees and only 1~ of HYSNA'a aeabership. When 
nurse pract.itior.ers had no stat.us in New York. many who called 
theaaelvea nurse practitioners appeared to be establishing 
practices which were beyond the scope of licensure. However. I 
do not recall BYSNA ever urging discipline for this. 
rres.poric 
tecelvecl 
In each of the examples above. the resources of NYSNA have 
been devoted to questionable ef£orta. <I do not iapugn nurae 
aid-wivea or nurae-practitioners. Many perfora necessary 
services £or those who aight otherwise be without such services. 
I aa speaking only of the irresponsibility of the organization.> 
Thi& lead& by a natural path to the &econd i&&ue you 
identified ... inbreeding ... Kost of the s.ooo whoia you identified 
as p,srticipating in NYSNA are either adainiatratora or educators. 
Thia creates a peculiar situation. Administration and education 
are support functions. They exist to support the essential and 
defining aspect of nursing. clinical care. Any rational 
acheaatic diagraa of the profession would ahow adainiatration and 
education subordinate to clinical practice; in NYSHA'a scheaatic. 
adainiatration and education define and control clinical 
practice. In HYSNA. the natural order is reversed; the tail waga 
the dog. 
One re&ult of this inversion is that 
interfaced well with the real world. Too aany of 
have attended have aaounted to a group 0£ nurses 
rooa agreeing with theaselves. This has resulted 
ine£:fect:i.va. 
NYS!fA has not 
the aeeting& I 
sitting in a 
in NYSNA being 
l under&tand how and why nurse educators identify 85N entry 
with profe&&ionalia•. When a rooMful of such educator& di&cus&e& 
the iasue. what would lead thea to question what they each 
believe ia self-evident truth? And since few of NYSKA'a active 
aeabera are AD nuraea with the intereat and ability to apeak 
against the tautological argu11tents 0£ the educat.ora. what 
corrective& are available? This only intensifies HYSBA'& 
irrelevance and inbreeding. 
., 
J'uanit.a Hunter 
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The lack of appeal of the organization to the profeaaion ia 
one thing. NYSHA'a legislative ine££ac:tivaneaa ia another. Hot 
one 0£ the legialatora or leg:i.alat:i.ve •tu£ aeabera to whoa I 
have spoken has been £avorable to BSN entry. In the face 0£ 
alaoat continuous newa coverage 0£ the current nuraing shortage. 
it ia difficult to aake a serious caae for BSH entry. In light 
of the failure rate 0£ BSN prepared nuraea on the licensing axaa. 
it ia queationable 1£ BSH entry ia aore deairabla. CI note that 
HYSNA baa not queationed the coapetence 0£ the exaa despite the 
better results of AD prepared nurses.> 
it i& always easy to coapose a 1itany of dis-satisfaction. 
Having done ao •. let ae alao offer aoae conatructive advice. 
HYSNA should puraue an incluaionary policy. one which generatea a 
desire on the part of all nuraea to belong. Different categories 
0£ nuraea. aa di££erent individuaia. have contributions to aake. 
I£ nothing elae. NYSHA needs the atrength of nuabera that AD 
nuraea can offer. Lacking the aoney and political influence tbat 
coae with increased aeaberahip, HYSHA will continue with buaineaa 
aa usual •. 
BY5NA should adopt po&ition& which &trengthen the unity of 
the profession. A£ter all. nuraea. no aatter what. their 
education. apociali:zation. or lack of either. have aore in coaaon 
professionally with other nuraea than with non-nuraea. 
Therefore. it should be poaeible to find coaaon ground. The 
di£ferencea between a PhD nurse educator and an AD nurae 
clinician are profound; nonetheleaa. the PhD ia not an KD or 
anything but a nurse. Just aa the AD is not an aide w:lth aore 
extensive training. 
NYSNA &hould support nur&e practitioners to the extent that 
they are nurses. To the extent that they are practitioner&. HP& 
should be left to £end for tbeaaelvea. Siaiiarly. nurae aid-
wives should be supported as nurses: when de£1necl aa aidwivea. 
their needs should be addreaaed by other organi:z«tiona. A£ter 
oll. a nurse who is alao a garde~er ought not to look to NYSNA 
£or gardening supporto 
MYSBA ahould adopt aeaaure& which en&ure that nur&e 
clinician& have the aaJor voice in deteraining policy. Thie i& 
not to denigrate educat.ora and adainiatratora; the need £or their 
input will be great. It ia aerely to recognize that the defining 
eleaent of nursing ia pat:i.ent care. 
Finally. HY5lfA ahould aake uae of t.h• :beat t«lenta it can 
find £or each Job thet n .. da doing. Thia •ay not alwaya be a 
J 
co r res.r::o. ncien:::.e 
~cezved. 
Juanita Hunt.er 
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person holding 4 nuraing license. In&i&tenee on the criterion of 
licensure ••Y contribute to the ine££ectivene .. with which NYSNA 
baa often been aaaociated. Certainly licenaure 1a a valid 
requireaent £or certain poaitiona. but the universal requiraaent. 
should be e££eetiveneaa. 
Again. •Y sincere for your candor and courage. 
If we can look et our probleaa squarely. we can aolve thea and 
grow aa an organization. I look :forward to working with you on 
this e:f£ort. 
Very truly your•• 
rresponc 
receiveci.. 
Juanita Hunter Ed.D •• R.H •• President 
Hew York State Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, New York 
Dear Juanita: 
165 Lake Meadow Drive 
Rochester, New York 14612 
October 6, 1989 
I am writing to express my distress and concern about the Hew 
York State Nurses Association Awards process. I hesitated to write 
because I believe the Awards process is a very special mechanism 
that we have put in place to honor our own members. I did not want 
to be involved in a controversy over one of the few mechanisms that 
we have to recognize the special nature and work of nurses. 
However, during the past two years I have been very concerned 
over the arr.-ards, especially in the category of the student award. 
I feel that I can react from an informed position since I have been 
a meaber of three awards committees. 
In Spring o= 1988, I nominated Fran London, in the student 
category. She was a recent graduate and met the criteria for the 
student award. I felt that she was an outstanding candidate. She 
was within one year of her graduation from a baccalaureate program 
and presented impeccable credentials in support of this~award. 
Unfortunately for Ms. London, I was appointed to the Awards 
Committee that year. During the committee deliberations, I 
presented her credentials and abstained from voting in that 
category to avoid a conflict of interest problem. However, I felt 
at that time that Hs. London was the best of the candidates and far 
surpassed other candidates. The committee decided that they wanted 
to select a baccalaureate student. I had nominated Ms. London in 
that category but since she had immediately begun to take graduate 
courses, the committee viewed her as a graduate student. 
During that committee meeting, I noted that no criteria mentioned .lJ 
that the student must be a baccalaureate student. Others on the QJ"V' 
committee felt that it was the intent of the board that the student / 
award be granted to an undergraduate student, especially for the 
first time that the award was given. At that time I stated that -t <; 
the criteria should be clarified. It was my understanding that this 1 
concern was relayed to the Board of Directors. 
When Hs. London did not receive the Award, I was notified that 
she would be eligible the next year, according to our rules. During 
1988-89, no new criteria were forth coming. In Spring of 1989, I 
resubmitted Ms. London name's for the Student Award. I did not 
merely resubmit her name but updated her materials as well. A short 
time ago, I received notice that she did not receive the award 
again this year, because many fine candidates had been nominated. 
I recent1y learned that no one would be receiving the award this 
. . 
year. I u utterly diS11&yed that such a fine cand:i,dat': as Ms. 
London has been ignored two years in a row. Confidentially, I 
remind you that 1'. was on the Board and served on the COlllrl ttee when 
we were concerned about the m:mber and ca1iber of some candidates. 
I have enclosed a copy of Ms. LOndon's materials for your review .. 
I will not expound on her credentials. They speak for themselves. 
Her curriculum would be valued by many instructors aspiring to be 
promoted to assistant professor and her publication record would 
put most professional nurses to sbaae. 
Ms. London represents the hope of the future. She is a non-
traditional student who had a degree in anthropology and a work 
history in another field. In her thirties, she decided to.enter 
nursing. Thus, she is a mature woaan but a recent graduate 1.n the 
nursing field. 
NYSNA held the Arden House Conference and we spent many hours 
discussing recruitment and retention strategies. That is a sham 
because we have turned our backs on awarding one of the very 
students we espoused would be needed in ~e future - the non-
traditional student. We spent hours discussing the need for nurses 
to publish articles on recruiting and the need for new graduates 
to become involved in their professional association activities. 
Yet, we do not feel that this nurse who has done all of these 
things, and many more, deserves the •student award•. 
Perhaps, working at the bedside taking care of patients, 
volunteering in the community, publishing articles, and taking two 
courses a semester is not enough for our illustrious and •premier" 
association. I had a difficult time writing Ks. London a note 
telling her that she had not received the award again this year. 
Now that I know that no one will receive the award, I will have a 
hard time facing Ms. London and even encouraging her to continue 
participating in her nprofessional organization". Perhaps there 
is a reason why specialty organizations are growing in membership. 
Maybe, just maybe, they truly recognize their own. 
I also nominated Ms. Margaret Briody for the practice award. 
I do not know if there were other nominees in the category with 
Margaret Briody or what the other nominees' credentials were but 
my faith in the system is shattered. She also was an outstanding 
candidate who is certainly being recognized by other special.ty 
organizations. In the past I heard that there were few awardees 
from Western New York because we did not nominate candidates. Well, 
this was not the case last year nor is it the case this year. To 
forego an award with such an outstanding candidate as Ms. London, 
makes a sham of the system. I will not subject future colleagues 
to the system. 
For the first time,I cannot in conscience attend the Awards 
Banquet. I had previously decided not to write a letter concerning 
this matter in deference to Ms. London. However, after learning 
that no one was receiving the award, :I becalle even 110re disturbed. 
Perhaps two awards will be given next year, one to an undergraduate 
(:.or res.r::onc/erc.R,_ 
and one to a graduate student but that's like locking the b~rn 
after the horse is gone. Once again we will have been reactive 
instead of proactive. 
The sad part of all this is that Ms. London w~ll be not be· 
1· ibl next year and we will be the losers. We will have lost 
~!g op;,rtunity to play a part in an outstanding. nurse's. early 
career. we will have given lip service ~o the emerg1n9 recruitment 
and retention needs but we will have faile~ to recognize a student 
from one of our target market groups an~ ~gnored one_o~ the most 
powerful retention strategies of giving recognition where 
recognition is due. 
I am sure she will go on the make her mark in the profession 
of nursing. She does not need us but we ne~d her and thousands 
like her. How that's a real issue - membership. 
Enc. CUrriculu:a Vitae 
supporting Documents 
Sincerely, 
Carol B. Henretta 
District 2 
recezveel • 
; 
I 
Int NtW JUKlt )IIUt NUk)t.) A)~OCJAUON 
NOMINATION FORM FOR 
1989 NURSING STUDENT LEADERSHIP AWARD 
The NYSNA NURSING STUDENT LEADERSHIP AWARD fs conferred on an indivfdua1 who has demon-
strated outstanding leadership and professfonalfsm during h1s/her educatton fn nursing. 
CRITERIA: The nursing student's leadership and profess1ona11sa must have been demon-
strated by: (It 1s not necessary for the student to demonstrate achievement 1n each 
area) (1) Membership 1n the nursing student organtzation (NSANYS) and in NYSHA, tf·elf• 
gfble; (2) partfcfpatfon fn actfvftfes which foster a posftfve public tmage of nursing 
as a profession; (3) participatfon fn activities which advocate for qualfty health care 
to consumers; (4) active support of efforts to recruit others into the profession of 
nursing; (5) part1c1patfon in volunteer activities of coanunity service or other health 
care organizations. 
P?ease suppZy ait information Nquested. The N:tSNA Awrds Cormrittee 1,1U.Z not consider 
incomplete nominations. Please p:rint ozt type all Jtesponses. 
I nominate the following individual for the NYSNA Nursing Student leadership Award: 
NOMINEE'S NAME Fran London 
--...;..;..~..;;;.;.,;~-----=,.,,.,,,..--==---=---------------8. A. (Anthropology) SOC. SEC. I 
ACADEMIC DEGREES B.S. in N1:1rsfog IF KNOWN ________________ _ 
HOME ADDRESS 979 Garson Avenue Rochester NY 14609 
City State Zip 
EMPLOYER AND OCCUPATIONAL TITLE.___,;.S..;..ta;;.;.f..;..f_H;.;;u_rs...;;e___,;L;.;;e..;..ve_l_II _ S_t_ro_n.:::..g _Memo __ r_i a_J_H_o_s=-pi_t_a 1 __ _ 
BUSINESS ADDRESS 601 Elmwood Avenue - Box 619 Rochester 
City 
NY 
State 
14642 
Zip 
Is the nominee an NYSNA member? Yes NOTE: If the nominee is eligible for NYSNA 
membership, he/she must hold NYSNA membership to be eligible for this award. An individ-
ual is eligible for NYSNA membership ff he/she has been granted a license to practice 
as a registered nurse in at least one state, territory, possession or District of Columbia 
of the United States, or is otherwise lawfully so entitled to practice. 
If nominee has had change in surname during past $ '!Jean~ provide pezttinsnt. info1'f1Jaticn <include dates if knO?JnJ. ________________________ _ 
NOMINATION SUBMITTED BY 
(Individual or Group)·------------------------
Carol 8. Henretta, M.S., R.N. 
ADDRESS J65 lake Meadow Drive Rocbestec NY 14612 
---.&Al-a...Jl.a&.C-J:CGl.11.111.~..t..lU;;_,_ _ ........ .i...u,a;~C:-":'i'="ty.__ ___ ~st::-:-a~te~---~z,.-·p=----
PHONE ( 7J6) 275-:2315 ( 716) 663-3904 
bus1ness home 
CHECK INFORNA'rION ATTACHED: _x_Narratfve Statement (mandatory) Original submitted 1988 
See Addendum 
_ 1_curriculwa Vitae (if available) Updated version attached 
SIGNATURE 
x letters of support (optional) Previously subaitted plus 
l one new letter froa ,,u./J.~ DATE __ _.Q ... 1-s ... tc .... 1 ... c .. t .... 2.__ ___ _ 
May 10. 1989 
HAIL TO: NYSM, 1989 Awards, 2113 Vestem Avenue. Guilderland, Rew Yon 12084 
tor res.ponclerr.e_ 
receivecl 
UNIVERSITY OF SCHOOL OF NURSI~G 
MEDICAL CENTER 
May 4, 1989 
1989 Awards Committee 
Kev York State Rurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, Hew York 12084 
Dear CollJlittee Members: 
I would like to update the narrative I submitted in 1988 for 
Fran London. Since the narrative was written Ms. London has 
continued her graduate studies and her work with the Genesee Valley 
Nurses Association. 
During the past year she has been a member of the public 
relations committee and will co-chair this comroittee in 1989-90. 
Keeping in aind her colllJllitment to public relations, please note 
that she continued to publish again this year, "I Can't Be Calm 
About Kursing's Image• in January, 1989 BM, and has another article 
in press at &[ft, "How to Publish Articles in Lay Magazines." I 
consider her total publication record outstanding for one who has 
only been a registered nurse for three years. This record alone 
should aake her eligible for the Nursing student Leadership award. 
In addition, she has advanced to Level II in the Strong 
Memorial Hospital's Clinical Advancement System in pediatrics, her 
specialty area. She bas also been retained as a Day Care Nurse 
Consultant. Other achievements are noted on her vitae. 
Ks. London's curriculum vitae speaks for itself. However, as 
a professional nurse I am proud to re-nominate Fran for the Nursing 
Student Leadership Award. Nursing must look to non-traditional 
students as a new source for our profession. I think Ms. London 
epitomizes the new students beginning careers in nursing. I 
strongly endorse her for the 1989 Nursing Student Leadership Award. 
She is the voice of the future speaking for nursing. 
CBH:cdg 
Enclosures 
C,01 Elm•-ood At:enue. Box 
Rochester, Ne.· York 14642 
lil6) 2i5-
sincerely, 
Carol B. Henretta, M.s., R.H. 
Assistant Dean for Recruitment 
Director of Admissions 
~~URSING 
a protession of 
new horizons 
,.,,.,.. -.cllfev nurses aacc:c:t,c:n 
lOZ 11. fOOCllln Urttt 
..__ rccnest•. n.y. 14'107 
716"'7.l-6937 
Hay 20, 1989 
Dear Avarda co-lttee, 
The Genesee Valley Nurses• Association, District 12 of the 
Nev York State Nurses• Association, vould like to endorse 
Fran London for the Student Leadership Avard. Ms. London's 
Curriculum Vitae ls quite impressive for a voaan vho has been 
a nurse for such a brief time. 
Ks. London distinguished herself as a leader the very 
beginning of her education in nursing. She received The 
Claire Dennison Prize for a rising Junior at the University 
of Rochester Scool of Nursing. This award vaa certainly 
deserved as she has gone on to aake quite a on nursing 
ln this area since thea. 
Even as a staff nurse and part graduate student 
she has found tlae to perfor11 a variety of services for the 
community and for the G.V.N.A. She ls currently the co-Chair 
of the Public Relations Committee. 
She has published, received grants and avards, acholarahlps 
and fellowships and has been active in aany co-ittees and 
professional matters. For someone so nev to nursing, abe baa 
been one of the most vocal advocates. 
It ls an understatement to say that Ks. London has been a 
strong student leader. Her activJ.tiea serve as a bencllllart 
to other students and to all of her colleagues. The 
Professonal Association for Nursing In Nev rork State could 
be proud to award a nurse like Ms. London to hold up as a 
role model to other students and nurses9 
Sincerely 
, ,,71~/ev.n,/ /J?S 
'.7-'an Volland R.H., H.S. 
, President 
• 
. . 
PllOFESSIOIW. LICEIISUAE 
FRAIi UJlmCII 
979 Garson Avenue 
Rochester, New York 14609 
(716) 288-2668 
Regfstered Professional Nurse, New York State, 391054 1 (1986 - present) 
CERTIFICATIIIIS 
American Red Cross: 
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Instructor (1981 - present) 
Stress Management (1983) 
Introduction to Disaster Services (1983) 
Disaster Damage Assessment (1983) 
Providing Disaster Health (1987) 
American Cancer Society Instructor: 
Specialized Volunteer in Breast Self-Exmination (1985) 
EDUCATICII 
Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, New York 
Bachelor of Arts (1972) major: Anthropology, cum laude 
University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 
Bachelor of Science (1986) major: Nursing, surmia cum laude 
Master of Science, part-time student (1986 - present) 
major: Psychiatric Nursing 
PROFESSIOflAL EXPERIENCE 
Strong Memorial Hospital, Rochester, New York 
Staff Nurse, level I, adolescent inp~tient unit (July 1986 -· June 1988) 
Providing primary nursing to adolescents with medical, surgical and 
psychological diagnoses. 
rres,.ponc 
received· 
Staff lurse, level JI, adolescent inpatient unit (July 1988 - present) 
Patient Support Group Chairperson, adolescent inpatient unit (November 1987 - present) 
Quality Assurance Chairperson, adolescent inpatient unit (June 1988 - present) 
Preceptor of nurses in orientation (November 1988 • present) 
Member, Staff Development COlllllittee, adolescent inpatient unit (December 1988 -
present) 
The Growing Place Day care Center, Rochester, New York 
lurse Collsultut, part-time (NovelRber 1988 - present) 
Providing weekly health instruction and services to staff and children to 
optillfze their physical and emotional well-being. Also Jtf"Oviding evaluation and 
recomendations for improvement of the Day care Center's environment. 
-1-
Fran London 
979 Garson Avenue 
Rochester, New York 14609 
(716) 288-2668 
-· . 
RESEARCH AIIARDS/GPMTS 
Center on Aging, Rochester, New York (sunrner, 1985) 
2 
Developed: Workshop for Student Nurses: Working With Dying Aged Cancer Patients 
PUBLICATIOIIS 
•why Choose Nursing?• (1985). American Journal of Nursing, 85(1), page 114. 
•should Men be Actively Recruited Into Nursing?• (1987). Nursing Administration 
Quarterly, 12(1), pages 75-81. 
•Advice to the New Graduaten (1988). Imprint, April/May, page 105. 
•How We Coped With a Colleague• s Death" (1988). RN, 51(12). page 14. 
•1 Can't Be Calm About Nursing's Imagen (1989). RN, 52(1), page 108. 
11How To Publish Articles in Lay Magazinesu (in press). American Journal of Nursing. 
Generic Careplans developed and used at Strong Memorial Hospital. Rochester, New York: -
Patient With Depressed Mood - Cognitive Restructuring (1987) 
Eating Disorders (1980) Written with Harty Maxa. RN, BSN and Cynthia Connolly, RN, MSH 
COINJNITY ACTIVITIES 
Camp Good Days and Special Times, Rochester, New York 
A sunmer camp for children and adolescents with cancer 
Volunteer (sunmers of 1984 and 1985) 
American Red Cross, Rochester, New York 
Registered Nurse, #353159 
Instructor of Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (1981 - present) 
Provider of Disaster Health Care (1987 - present) 
Contributing writer and editor of Stress Management Course (1985) 
SCHOlARSHIPS AHO FELLMHIPS 
Fellowship, Strong Memorial Hospital Cancer Center, Rochester, New York (sW1111er, 1985) 
C.V. Mosby Scholarship for the essay titled: •How I Would Recruit a High School 
Student Into Nursing• (1985) 
Alumni Nursing Scholarship, University of Rochester School of Nursing, 
Rochester, New York (1984 and 1985) · 
.. •. . -
Frnl.Glldml 
979 Garson Avenue 
Rochester. New York 14609 
(716) 288-2668 
taOIS AID AIIUDS 
The Clare Dennison Prize for a Rising Junior, Un1vers.ity of Rochester School 
of Nursing (1985) 
The Outstanding Master"s Student Award, University of Rochester School of 
Nursing {1987) 
Who's Who Among Young American Professionals (1987 - 1988) 
PIIOFESSICIIAL AFFILIATIOIS 
Allerican Nurses• Association, tri-level member (1987 - present) 
American Red Cross, Enrolled Nurse (1986 - present) 
Nurses• Alliance for the Prevention of Nuclear War (1985 - present) 
Sigma Theta Tau, Epsilon Xi Chapter (1985 - present) 
CCIIIITTEES 
' .. 
University of Rochester, School of Nursing, Rochester, New York 
Member, Visiting Trustees Co11111ittee (1987 - 1988, 1988 - 1989) 
Member. Search C011111fttee for the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs (1988) 
Sigma Theta Tau, Epsilon Xi Chapter, Rochester, Hew York 
Member. Elfgfbflity Corrmittee (1986 - 1987) 
Elected Member, Nominating Conmittee (1987 - 1988. 1988 - 1989) 
Genesee Valley Nurses' Association. Rochester, New York 
Member. Public Relations Conrnittee (July 1988 - May 198,) 
Co-Chairperson, Public Relations Coll'lllittee (May 1989 - April 1990) 
IIORISHOPS ATTENDED 
Women's Health Conference, Rochester,·Hew York (1987) 
Sponsored by the Coalition for Women's Health 
Strong Memorial Hospital, Rochester, Hew York 
Preceptor Workshop (1988) 
Corr~ponc~ 
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Fran London 
979 Garson Avenue 
Rochester, New York 14609 
(716) 288-2668 
PRESENTATIONS 
Facflftated discussion group on the topic. Untimel Death: Illness. Accident. 
Suicide. North Eastern League Federation of emple Youth NELFTY. 
Conference of 170 high school juniors and seniors from the north eastern 
United States. (March, 1988) 
4 
Natfonal Nurses' Week Poster Session titled: Scoliosis: When a Teenager is 
Hospitalized for Back Surgery. Multi-media presentation at Marketplace Mall. 
Eastview Mall and the House of Six Nations (cafeteria in Strong Memorial Hospital). 
Rochester, New York. Poster is currently displayed in the adolescent inpatient 
unit of Strong Memorial Hospital. Prepared with Joanne Haines, RN, BSN, 
Mary Kay Perrello, RN, BSN, and Bonnie Strollo, RN, BSN. (May 1988) 
Addressed assembly of 200 high school seniors on the topic, Eating Disorders and 
Self-Esteem. Aquinas Institute, Rochester, New York. Presented with 
Cynthia Connolly. RN, MSN. (February, 1989). 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
Hospital Inservices Taught, Strong Memorfal Hospital. Rochester, New York 
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation {1986, 1987, 1988. 1989) -
Therapeutic Touch (1987) 
Bulemia (1988) 
Self-Esteem (1988) 
How to Co-Lead the Patient Support Group (1989) 
Psychiatric Nursing Grand Rounds, Strong Memorial Hospital, Rochester, New York 
The Other Side: Results of Experimental Job Exchange Bebfeen Psychiatry and 
Pediatr1cs. Presented with Nina Gaby. RN, BSN, Bonnie Strollo. RH, BSN and 
Mary Kelly, RN, BSN. (April. 1988) 
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CYNTHIA L. COOPER, DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Keuka's Nancy D. Bailey Named Professor of the Year 
Nancy D. Bailey, associate professor of nursing, has been named Keuka College's 1989 
Professor of the Year. 
A 1959 graduate of Keuka, Bailey was chosen because of her extraordinary teaching efforts, 
her service tc Keuka and her profession, her involvement with students, testimonials from 
current and former students, and evidence of the achievements of her former students. 
She will represent Keuka in the Professor of the Year Program sponsored by the Council 
for Advancement and Support of Education. 
"Nancy's professional accomplishments and dedication to community service are testimonials 
to the quality education she received and the quality education she makes possible today," 
said Dr. Arthur F. Kirk Jr. 1 President of Keuka College. "We are delighted to be able 
to honor her in this way and proud to count her as an alumna and faculty member." 
As Professor cf the Year, Bailey addressed the Keuka College community Monday, Aug. 28, 
at Academic Convocation. Academic Convocation marks the beginning of the school year. 
"As : reflect upon my stt:dent dc.ys at Keu1':a, I recall that three factors left a lasting 
impression upon me," Bailey £aid "These -..,ere my exposure to books, faculty and neY friends. 
These three factors played a part in shaping the person I was to become. 
"Books will expose you to new ways of inquiry and problem-solving, to neY points of viet,; 
and to differer.t value systems," Bailey continued. "Books will bring you together with 
your faculty to discuss and debate the ideas and issues shared in them." 
Bailey spoke of a special Field Period experience she had with Frontier Nursing Sen•ice 
t._,hich delivered healthcare to remote areas of Kentucky. There, she worked with midwives 
and rural families, providing transportation and support services, always listening and 
watching. Additionally, she lived and worked with people from different cultures and 
countries. 
--More--
KEUKA COLLEGE PRESS RELEASE, Bailey Named Professor of the Year 
SEPTEMBER 11,1989 
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From that experience. Bailey realized what people can accomplish when they are committed 
and how different people can live together. That experience, she told students at convoca-
tion, was instigated by a book and supported by a faculty member. 
"We have many fine faculty and administrators here at Keuka," Bailey said. "I challenge 
you to seek them out for they can open up the world of learning to you." 
Acting chair of Keuka's Division of Nursing, Bailey teaches senior level courses for regis-
tered nurses seeking a baccalaureate degree and clinical courses for all nursing majors. 
She is active on many campus colilmittees, including the Long-Range Planning Committee. 
She is a past member of the Faculty Liaison Committee. 
Bailey is a member of Sigma Theta Tau, the national honor society of nursing, and Kappa 
Delta Pi, the national honor society of education. She also is a member of the American 
Nurses Association, the New York State Nurses Association and the American Public Health 
Association. 
Currently pursuing doctoral studies at the University of Rochester, Bailey earned her 
.aster's in nursing at SUNY Buffalo in 1979. 
An active cosaunity member, she is chair of the Yates County Planning Board. Bailey and 
husband Bill ha~e t~-o sons and live on South Avenue. Penn Yan. 
E.eut..a College is an independent. four-year coeducational College located four lliles south 
of Penn Yan on Keuka Lake. The College offers 22 degree programs and is a recognized leader 
in experiential learning. 
30 -- JLH-9/19/89-35-L 
Juanita Hunter, EdD, RN 
President, NYSNA 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, New York 12084 
Dear Ms. Hunter; 
JUL I .4 1989 
June 20, 1989 
I read your column in the April Report, and I agree that NYSNA 
needs to increase our collaboration with other organizations. 
We are facing a shortage of nurses in the midst of a crisis 
in health care and multiple social crises. As health professionals, 
we are involved in all of these crises and have a responsability 
for seeking solutions. Nursing needs allies to solve our own 
problems and to tackle the network of other health and social 
problems. We need to work with others. 
In your column you questioned when, why and how we should colla-
borate. I suggest that the time is now and that we should look 
first towards other organizations fighting for health care and 
the rights of health workers, such as health care unions. 
We have already missed opportunities. On March 14, 12,000 people 
went to Albany to lobby against th.e::State budget cuts affecting 
hospitals and for increased funding for hospitals. The logby 
day was organjzed by a coalition that included the League of 
Voluntary Hospitals and Homes. the Committee of Interns and 
Residents, Local 1199, DC-37. and Local 1707. NYSNA was asked 
to endorse and participate in this activity but did not. As 
a result of this effort, Governor Cuomo released the $193 million 
for nursing. Here is an example of where we have reaped the 
fruits of a coalition without even participating • 
A second opportunity we missed vas when 200,000i~ignatures:were 
collected by Local 1199 on Karch 30 at hospitals throughout 
the city. These signatures were collected on huge boards that 
were.driven up to Albany on April 4 and placed on the Capitol 
lawn. As a result of this gesture of public suport 
for hospitals, the Governor visited Lincoln Bospit~l with union 
officials and was struck by the probleas and the need to re-
evaluate the system. HYSHA was asked to participate in this 
activity and missed a chance to express our concerns. 
I work in Columbia Presbyterian Hospital, were the majority of 
our co-workers are 1199 members. I have seen many instances 
where our NYSNA representation refuses to cooperate with 1199. 
We have been told that "nurses don't want to ••• ", but my con-
versations with nurses show me otherwise. We do want to support 
1199. We feel that we negotiated a good contract this year, 
and that ff9.9 deserves the same. I can only conclude that the 
NYSNA leadership is out of touch with us, the base. And many 
of us resent the implied arrogance in statements that make it 
seem that we are in any way better than 1199 workers. 
Page 2 
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Returning to your column, if we get bogged down in semantics, 
such as the meaning of "collaborate", and discussions of cooper-
ating with the enemy, we will not move forward. If there is 
a problem with the work "collaborate" then let's talk about 
cooperation, forming alliances and coalitions. Let us take 
coalition, for example. You express concern about others who 
have "identified purposes and goals which may be in ~onflict 
with NYSNA". A coalition is a group of organizations who may 
have various purposes, but who are united in one objective, 
and who work together on that objective while acknowledging 
their differences in other areas. 
The goals of NYSNA and the goals of health care unions coincide 
in our interest in improving the health care system, both for 
the users of that system and for those of us who make our liVe-
lihood in health care. We all work for the same employer and 
are affected by the same governmental budget cuts. 
In_your column you listed several types of groups with whom 
NYSNA should collaborate, all of whom have some level of interest 
in health care. But what organizations have as vital an interest 
in health care as we do? Who else knows that their very existence 
depends on the viability of the health care system? Clearly 
it is other unions that organize health workers. It is among 
these unions, which you omitted in your list, that I think we 
should be looking to form alliances in those institutions where 
we work together. If we form such alliances and coalitions 
around legislative issues, there is no need to compromise the 
purposes and goals of NYSNA, and our voice will be stronger. 
~::1· 1-f 
(}1:.nis L. Za~ 
4501 BroadwWsc 
New York, NY 10040 
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NEW YOilK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 W~ A...._ 611111_,..r,d. N.Y. 12084,, (518) ~1 
Decemh,ir 3~ 1986 
TO: BYS!lA Board of Directors 
P'lOM: Martha L. Oq, Executive Direc:or 
The attached ~espo11se to the joint proposal~• Entry Bill of the Nev York 
State Associate Degree Nursing Council and Council of Deans of Nursing: Senior 
Colleges .md Universities in New York State 1 was discussed at the meeting 
held December 1. Present for the meeting were Evelynn Gioiella, .\D.ita Ogden. 
Ellen Burns> Janet Hance, and me-
The tOt\e of the JUeeting was very cordial and both Anita Ogden and Evelyuu 
Gioiella expressed optimism that compromise language co~ld be found Which 
would be acceptable to each of the groups (though not necessarily all indi-
( viduals within the groups}. 
Both counetls will meet on January 23 and will discuss the NYSNA response. 
'Xhose persona in attendance at the December 1 meeting have agreed that (1) 
the Aaaociati011 will delay introduction of the Entry Bill until February ls 
(2) if (and only if) both ~oups provide a written statement of suppoTt for 
the c0mpr010ise language, NYSNA Bill sponsors will be approac:hed co diacun 
the proposed revisions; and (3) me~bers of ~he two councils will be askQd 
co refrain from premature disclosure of the possible eompr011iise to legislators. 
For benefit of those Board mell!bers who were no~ present or uot ou the Board 
when the proposed language was discussed last spring, also enclosed is the 
staff analysis paper which was presented to and accepted by the Board ac 
that time. ?he ~o~king d~aft referred to in the analysis paper con~ains 
essentially the same language as currencly proposed. 
f1ually. a1Rn rnr.lnqpri i1 rhr joint council p~p•r ~ontniuin~ ~kcir p~apas~a 
definit:ious. 
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 WNtem AVffllle, Gullderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371 
Evelynn G1oiella, PhD. RN 
Chairman 
Council o~ Deans ot Bursing: Senior 
Colleges and Universities in New York State 
Hunter College-Bellevue School of Nursing 
•25 East 25 Street 
Jlew _York. IIY 10010 T 
Dear Dr. Gioielle: 
Constituent of The Aimerlcan 
Nurses Aaoclatlon 
The Association is deeply appreciative of the efforts of the 
liaison committee of the Council of Deans of Nursing: Senior 
Colleges and Universities in New York State and the New York 
State Associate Degree Nursing Council in reviewing the Entry 
into Practice proposal. It is clearly evident that your group 
bas struggled with the problems of both principle and language in 
developing your proposed modifications of the Association's bill, 
and that much progress has been made. The Board of Directors and 
staff or the Association wish to continue our mutual efforts to 
reach consen6US on a matter of vital importance to the future of 
the nursing profession in Hew York. 
In response to your proposal of October 3, 1986~ we wish to 
raise the following concerns and suggestions for discu$sion. 
1. A statutory definition of the practice of nursing must 
be stated in terms of the practice (nursing) rather than the 
provider (nurse). It is the nature of the practice which is 
regulated by the definition section of the practice act. 6901, 
6904) Authorization for individuals to engage in the practice 
defined by the law is then regulated by a different seetion 
(6903, 6905) in which protection of title and requirements to 
enter the practice are specifieda 
2. The detinitions of the practice for hoth professional 
and associate nursing should not specify the recipients of 
~ervice. Thia is not neceasary since it must be assumed that the 
•social contract" of' a profession is to provide service to any 
client in need ot the service. Therefore, we recommend that the 
phrase proposed in the de1'in1t1on of professional nursina. " ... to 
( 
( 
l 
Evelynn Gioiella, PhD, RB 
December 1, 1986 
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1nd1~iduals, families, groups and communities• be deleted, end 
that the phrase proposed in the definition of associate nur3ing. 
" ••• to individuals within the context of their support ayste11• be 
similarly deleted. 
3. Proposed definition of Profess1onal Mursin1 
The ourrent nurse practice act contains in the definition or 
nursing the phrase • ••• and executing medical regimen~ prescribed 
by a licensed or otherwise legally authorized physician or 
dentist." The Association's bill deletes that phrase. Ve have 
been asked to reexamine this deletion in view ot en~roachment on 
traditional nursing functions by unlicensed personnel. Your 
comments are invited. 
Your proposal include~ a descriptor or the !El.! or the 
professional nurse in providing leadership •in e~tablishing 
standards, policies, and protocols for the delivery of nursing 
care.a We should not confuse roles and functions with the 
definition of professional practice. Therefore. we do not believe 
that this should be in the definition. In fact, it is the 
profession as a whole which is responsible for the establi~hment 
of standards. Policies and protocols for delivery or nursing 
care may also be the perogative of the institutions or organiza-
tions within which care is delivered. 
Further. if accountability is to be addressed 1n the 
practice act, the ~ntity to whom accountability is directed would 
also need to be addressed. One model statute suggested by the 
American Nurses Association expresses that accountability thusly: 
uEach registered nurse is directly accountable and respons1~le to 
the consumer for the quality or nursing care rendered.• Again, 
accountability for quality of care is inherent in the social 
contract of a profession. We therefore recommend the deletion of 
the entire second sentence. 
4. Proposed definition of Associate Nursing 
In attempting to construct definitions of two different 
kinds of nursine praetiee. it is essential that the definition5 
clearly discriminate between the two in a way that can be 
interpreted and applied by regulatory bodies. employers. 
consumers and or course, lawyers. A second principle is that 
the exact 'nature of the relationship bet~een the two bodies of 
practice must be clearly specified. Legal counsel for the Asso-
ciation has advised us tbat the phrase •participates in the 
diagnos1s ••• 11 will be 1nc1istinguishable in law from "diagnoses 
and t.reats ••• 11 , and theretore, will not differentiate between the 
two kinds of nursing. 
I . :. 
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Evelynn Giotella, PhD,· BM 
December 1, 1986 
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In addition, the use ot •collaboration• to describe the 
relationship between the professional nurse and the associate 
nurse again addres,es a function, the definition for which can 
only be interred. In tact, current statutory language 
which make~ reference to the word "collaboration" has been 
interpreted as meaning a "joint intellectual endeavor" or 
•voluntary cooperation". There is no question at all that the 
nurse and associate nurse must indeed collaborate 1f responsible 
cere is to be given clients. However. in the proposed definition 
there 1$ no accountability or legally interpretable, enforceable 
relationship established, 
Ve recognize and appreciate the immense difficulty in 
constructing language for this definition which preserves and 
protects tbe ability of the nursing profession to provide for 
tlexible and evolving scopes of practice for both the 
professional and associate nurse. The recently issued report of 
the Rational Commission on Nursing Implementation Project 
similarly acknowledgea the need to recognize that the future 
practice or and preparation for both types of nursing practice 
vill evolve and change from that presently 1n place. The NCNIP 
report recommends that the relationship of the associate nurse 
and the professional nurse be clearly specified as one or 
accountab1lity. 
Therefore, we would like your group to consider the -
following compromise language: 
The practice of associate nursing is defined as 
contributing to the formulation of diagnoses of human 
responses to actual or potential health problems and 
participating in the treatment of those responses 
through such services as casefind1ng, health teaching, 
health counseling, and provision of care supportive to 
or restorative of life and well-being. The associate 
nurse collaborates with and is accountable to the 
professional nurse in the provision of such services. 
5. Composition of the State Board for Nursing 
The proposed composition of the State Board would not ensure 
that the majority of members ot the Board were professional 
nurses. (60S of BOS= 48S) We suggest that the ratio or 
profes$1onal nurses to associate nurses, assuming that nurses 
continue to be so: or the B~ard, be 70S professional, 30S 
associate nurses. 
( 
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Evelynn Gioiella, PhD, RN 
December 1, 1986 
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Thank you again tor the persistent, dedicated work ot both 
groups on thi~ issue. It 18 tije for us to reach an agreenen~ 
and move forward to standard1%e and upgrade the educational base 
of the Profession. Your assistance and support is vital to this effort. 
Sincerely yours, 
'ai!!:M.f'li,&-t..A.A/4-a.___ 
Ellen M. ~urns, MSH, RN 
President 
DEFDIInOHS ACCtPnJ) BY CORSEB'SUS 
09/BSB DEAllS AND DlllEC'l'ORS UETlBG DI &V YOn 
October 31 1986 
Tbe professional ucrse diagnoses and treats human responses to actual and 
poteot:ial health probleu through such Ht'Vices as ca~efind.ing, health teaching, 
health counseling. and provision of care supportive to or restorative of life 
and vell-being to individU&ls, families, groups and communities. The profes~ional 
nurse provides leader•bip in escablishing standards, policies and protocols for 
the delivery of ~ursins care and is accountable for the quality of care giv~n 
wi~hin the boundaries of nursing practice. 
rre;.ponc 
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The associ.te nurse participates in the diagnosis aad treats humau responses 
to actual or potential health problecs through such services as casefinding. health 
ceach.iug, hultb counseling and provision of care supportive to or restorativ~ of 
life and well•beiug to indi~iduals within the ·context of their support system. 
The &Ssociate nurse provides such services in collaboration with the professional 
nurse and iu keeping with established standards of nursing practice. 
SlJGGESmD COHPOSfflOJl OP STAD 10AU 
80% of the State Board should be nu~$8S 
201 other 
c;f the 80t: 601 should be professioual uurses 
40~ associate nurses 
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. - of the more than 3.8 million live 3tt ... ,.... · · • births were delivered by Caesarean 
It's not a feminist issue and it's not ":° section _ compared with 5.5 ~t 
CODSOlller isslle. , of the 3.7 million births in 1970. .· · · 
Rather, it's just good medicine. . · . Of the 934,000 Caesarean · deliv--· 
So says Mary Jo LaPosta, a nurse ·· · eries in 1987, ACOG estimated that 
St. Peter's. Hospital in Albany, ' 35 percent were performed not for 
no ·1ieJieves women shoutd have . 'some medical reason, but because 
•me say in how they give birth to · . the mother had previously delivered 
eir children. Specifically, a caesa-
•an section should no longer rule - by Caesarean. . : ·- :'. :: .. ~-7,-' -'- -
LaPosta, however, said, "The . 
it a subsequent vaginal Nrth. • chances for vaginal birth after a ;. 
"It's about 70 years of obstetric ... section are as high as in the general · · 
:-a~ct; we're fighting," said the _ ·_ public." . . _ , -, , - . ... : .. 
JSJll~s nur-ie ed~cator for women . Patient advocates have alleged. L:f2:..~---~~--~,--~·,1-~-,, .. ;=1-~~-i.~~~. -~---:-~sj·.:J,·~- ~--~~~IJI~~-~~-~==~-,...~--~-~;~~-~~~~4 
td children 5 semces. that physicians encourage Caesa- · TOTAL COSTS FOR HOSPITAL DELIVERY. : --~- : · ~:- . Smee. JanuaryLaPostahastaught ..,._ th more ........ 'y 8 - . -ror-...... ,.,....o1~-. ,;.•,-,c,.~,,l, • reaDS -use ey are ~u · . ry_TBglOf'!, I'?. a_verage ...,.., ,-,~ w- ,-•nnr~ . _,-:,_ .'.~· ,. '.f.' -~ • J. · .. : ::;;.,,~~~~ ::-:=1 _:.::._ .-;;,;,,;;;,,:,,;,~ .;j, :~'F ;-·· ~-se~ 
milar c~ across the COUI!try doctor and hospital charge m 1986. NATU~~ILDB1_~ . · .. •-· . , ';_.,.,:. ·-•~- ,, 
,veresultedmyetanothe:med!cal was$2,620foravaginaldellveryand .• <··','..:,;,,;},:r,:.~:-:,:: :·~ .· , . . .; - =---,...;.-~.,;/_.;;..__,...~,,~_ 
:ronym: VBACs, for vaginal birth $4,330foraC-section. · - $2.620 · -••.:. - ·:-. . :;-
·ter caesarean. . • Critics also note that Caesareans, 
Last October, the Amencan Col- like any surgical procedure, pose U.S. AVERAGE 
ge of Obstetricians and Gyne«>lo- risks both to the mother and baby. 
sts (ACOG) ~mmended that · Maternal deaths in childbirth - ·,,WEST -· 
:peat ~esareans sho~d ~o Iong!r from the anesthetic; from the sur-
? routine. The new guidelines said ·gery itself, or from some complica-
,others should be encouraged. by tioa like infection - are rare. but a 
e~ doctors to choose vagmal woman's chalices of dying after a 
MIDWEST .. 
?livery. - ·· Caesarean · are about four limes 
Soon afterward, the state Depart- greater than from a non-surgical 
SOUTH 
!l!Dt of Health issued similar guide- · birth. 
Jes. The actions follow a 400 _ Amon_ g developed nations. the 
NORTHEAST 
m:ent increase in C-sections in the - IOUIICE:HMIII IMlnnl:eAlloclllloll~ Anwtm · 
nited States since 1970. See BIRTH/ e-3· 
_,(t 
- ........ · .... ...... '·-...· ........ •- .... •- ... ... .. - . ;, . . . . ; .. ; .... . . . ·~ . . .. ' ...... .... .. . ----- ----
BI nrH .In January and February, ooce the~ r.l. classes began, 43 women who previous-·· 
ly bad C-sectioos gave birth at St. •. 
Peter's. Tw211ty-six were automaticaI-:: 
Cdntinued from C-1 ly scheduled for another caesarean... ;_ 
United States rants 18th in infant Of the 17 who chose a trial labor,-10 
mortality rates.. eventually delivered vaginally. : ''-
In LaPosta's classes, fathers are · w 
encouraged to attend with their wives, LaPosta does not condemn Caesa--
and both are .urged to discuss their · reans. In fa~ both of her childrl!ll-
previous experience with C-sections. were delivered by C-section. 
Then LaPosta briefs the couples on "A C-l!eetion should not be looked on · 
nutriLum, exercise, weight control and as a failure. It should be looked oo as a· 
rest, and disclmes variom pain-relief variation on the birth experience,• sbe 
options, including LaMaze refresher said. · . . · . ,; . 
classes. 'i'bere should be more reason than 
Because C-sections often prove emo- just because a woman already bad a C-
• tionally · difficult for women. Many section. Very strong researcb Im 
. experience "guilt, decreased self-es-. changed tbis practice. It's not . an·: 
;", teem, feelingll of failure, feelings of not . outgrowth of the feminist movement' · 
-
• beiDgnormal,"LaPostasaid. : •· ... ;;c\,:;, ortheconsumermovemmL•. ,., .. • • .::1:,,' 
. t • . ·· .• '\-.· •• ~!"'"c i'r.'I~{: ' · - . .,. •:•·- .. ~-~:t.• 
· ,-------dl0andsave----..___-
l.l 
-!} - ' 
-·· -y _......__ ...... .. -. ' .. 
YORK STATS NURSSS ASSOCIATION 
•••• , •• ,,.. --t/;~ 
To: Jul 
From: MLO /.-hA. 
v~u.. 
v. Sween 
0-Ha_ cUJed (M.(J W-
rr~on 
received 
Martha L. Orr, MN, RN 
Executive Director 
,.. ......... ·-
:.~ 
.. ~. 
yt::: 
____ ---;:.-;~_;;::.=.-~" 
ComUtuent ot The American 
Nurses Assodatlon 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371 
INTEROFFICE MEMORll-_NDUM 
TO: Martha L. Orr 
FROM: Gail K. DeMarcob~ 
RE: National Rural Health Association Award to Jean Sweeney 
DATE: April 6, 1989 
*********************************************************************** 
Judith Ryan will present the Aw~rd to Jean Sweeney in Reno, Nevada 
on May 2, 1989. 
GKD/dpf 
Co r •eE:.fo nclen:::e 
rece1vect 
NATIONAL RURAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION 
PRACTICE/PROGRAM AWARDS NOMINATION FORM 
IBIS NOMINATION IS FOR THE FOLLOWING CATEGORY (CHECK ONE}: 
vi OUTSTANDING RURAL PRACTICE 
Award recognizes a community oriented rural health care delivery 
practice which has improved access to rural people through 
innovative. comprehensive approaches. Factors taken m.to 
consideration include: outreach efforts: preventive health and 
educational programs: quality and efficiency of care: and strong 
community support and involvement. 
OUTSTANDING RURAL HEALTH PROGRAM 
Award recognizes a statewide or regional program which promotes 
or facilitates the development of rural health care dellvezy systems. 
Factors taken into consideration include: coordination: networking: 
Innovation: and lasting impact. 
COMMUNITY NURSES SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY, INC. 
NOMINEE: Jean M Sweeney, RN 
ADDRESS: 1060 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Elmira New York , 
CONTACT PERSON: _J_e_an ____ M_._s_w_e;;.;;e;;,;,;n;.;;e""y ____________ _ 
POSmON: Director 
ADDRESS: 825 Broadway 
Elmira. New I 0 rk 19904 
PHONE; OfflCE: ( 607) 734-7079 HOME: ( 607) 734-6034 
RURAL AREA (S) AFFECTED BY PROJECT: __ c_h_em_nng ___ c_o_un_t...;y;;.._ ___ _ 
and Southern Tier of New York State 
SERVICE AREA POPUIATION: ____ C_h __ em-=ung----C __ o_un_t~y:.-______ _ 
(OVER) 
rr~,,c 
recilVecl · 
PRAC'l1CE/PROGRAM SUMM.ARY: __ .,_Prwi;;,,;v.=:a.:::;te::...,::N:.:::ur;:.;s::::.:1=ng~P::.::r~a:.::c.;;;ti::.:c:;,;:e~--
began 1n May 1980. 
Ma1nr foc11s is home visits. 
NOMINATED BY: 
GERONTOLOGICAL NURSING 
NAME~'I INICOI RWICTJ;Ci'. IJATIT 
REFERENCE: 
NAME: Frank DeLouise, Vice Chairperso1 
POSmON: ________ --:POSITION: ________ _ 
ADDRESS:. ___________ ADDRESS: _________ _ 
PHONE:. __________ PHONE: __________ _ 
PRACDCE/PROGRAM'S CONTRIBUJlQN IO RURAL HEALTij CARE: 
(Please describe the slgn18cance of this pracuce/program. In what ways 
have rural people benefited? Include: history. funding. types of services. · 
stafllng and role of community. You may attach news articles. photographs. 
and other materials In support of this nomJnatlon.) 
SEE ATTACHED 
RETURN 11DS ORIGINAL AND FOUR (4) COPIES TO: 
Chairman. Awards Committee 
NRHA 
301 East Armour Blvd •• Suite 420 
Kansas ett;y. M1ssoutt 64111 
BfUM:JRARYID, JMI 
rm./11:03:88 
t:' 
--
I 
-- --
a:.=• 
1) r. 1/-u n f e/ - Y-h .. ( _ _-.s a_ d cir~~ s e d 
-Iv~- Do~ wi.J:A 1-o 
~? 
r· • 
from the office of 
Senator Tarky Lombardi, Jr. 
.. 
ALBANY: (518) 45S.3511 / Room 913. Leglslatm: Office BntJctfng / Alh~y. NY 12247 
SYRACUSE: (315) 428-4265 / Room 804. State Office Building / Syracuse. !'iY 13202 
FOR RELEASE: Wednesday, May 10, 1989 
10:00 a.m. 
a>HTAC'.r: Naomi Bray 
Robin Frank 
BOOTH MEMORIAL MEDJ:CAL CENTER RtJRSE HAMED STATEWJDE WDmEB. OF 
THE NEW YORK STATE LBGISLATUBB' S NORSE OF DlS'.t.INC:UOR' AWAm> 
Elizabeth A. Ayello, RN, MS, Clinical Nurse Specialist at 
Booth Memorial Medical Center in Flushing, is the Statewide 
Winner of the New York State Legislature's 1989 Nurse of Distinc-
tion Award. 
The Award, which recognizes individual excellence in the 
nursing profession and promotes community awareness of the role 
of nurses in the State's health care system, was presented to Ms. 
Ayello by Governor Mario cuomo and Senator Tarky Lombardi, Jr., 
legislative coordinator of the Award Program. The presentation 
was made at a luncheon at the Convention center at the Empire 
state Plaza at the conclusion of a two-day Nurse of Distinction 
Conference on nursing issues. 
Senator Lombardi, Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee 
and former Chairman of the Senate Health Committee, said in his 
welcoming remarks to the more than 700 nurses and health care 
providers attending the luncheon, •one year ago today we an-
nounced our plans to acknowledge the achievements of registered 
nurses in New York state. As we noted then, the demand for well 
prepared nurses had never been greater. We felt it vital to 
publicly recognize the people who chose to remain in nursing, who 
excelled in their careers, and who were instrumental in advancing 
the nursing profession." 
Ms. Ayello was one of eight Regional Winners out of 334 
nominees Statewide, all of whom were recognized at the Awards 
Luncheon. In addition to Ms. Ayello, who represents the Greater 
New York :CI Region (Kings and Queens counties), the other Region-
al Winners are: 
Long Island 
Eleanor F. O'Boyle, RNC, MAILS 
Clinical Nurse Specialist, Gerontolrgy 
Mercy Hospita.l 
Rockville Centre 
+t .;2fr . , 
. Corr t:35po nclen.:e 
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Greater New York I 
Susan K. Nevins, RN, CNRN, MA 
Nurse Clinician, Neuroscience Nursing 
Mount Sinai Medical Center 
New York City 
Northern Metropolitan 
Ellen M. Flynn, RN, MSN 
Coordinator, Maternity Child Services 
st. Agnes Hospital 
White Plains 
Northeastern 
MaryBeth R. Hollinger, RN, MS 
N.I.c.u. Res.earch Coordinator 
Albany Medical Center 
Albany 
Central 
Linda K. Robson, RN, AAS, BSN 
Nurse Administrator, Pediatric Intensive Care 
SUNY Health Science Center, University Hospital 
Syracuse 
Finger Lakes 
Virginia S. Tully, RN, MS, FNP 
Nurse Practitioner, Nursing Home Care Unit 
Veterans Administration Medical Center -
Bath 
Western 
Marlene R. Ventura, Ed.D., RN, FAAN 
Associate Chief, Nursing Service/Research 
Veterans Administration Medical Center 
Buffalo 
A faculty of nationally renowned nursing professionals 
participated in the two-day Nurse of Distinction Conference. 
Speaker at the Awards Luncheon was Dr. Claire M. Fagin, Dean and 
Professor at the University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing. 
Leah L. CUrtin, Editor of Nursing Management Magazine, and Kaye 
Lani Rae Rafko, Miss America 1988 and a registered nurse, spoke 
at the keynote session on Tuesday. Roxane B. Spitzer-Lehmann, 
Corporate Vice President of the st. Joseph Health System in 
Orange, California, spoke at the Wednesday morning session. 
The selection of Elizabeth Ayello as the 1989 Nurse of 
Distinction was made by a 12-mernber panel of nursing and health 
professionals who also served as the Advisory Committee to the 
Award Program. Health related facilities throughout the State 
were eligible to nominate a registered nurse in their employ for 
the Award. From the 334 nominations submitted, Regional Peer 
received 
Page 3 
Review Committees selected eight Regional winners. Each Regional 
Winner was chosen by a review committee from an area of the state 
other than that in which the nominating facility was located. 
In announcing Ms. Ayello' s selection, the Advis.ory Committee 
noted the positive image of nursing she reflects. •we see her as 
a role model who could attract people into nursing, and inspire 
nurses to stay in nursing,• the committee said. 
Ms. Ayello has gained national recognition through her work 
on several committees of the American Society for Parenteral and 
Enteral Nutrition (ASPEN). She revised the ASPEN national nutri-
_tion support standards used by physicians, nurses, dieticians, 
and pharmacists in caring for inpatients and outpatients in need 
of intravenous (IV) feeding and tube feeding. 
At Booth Memorial Medical Center, Ms. Ayello is a Clinical 
Nurse Specialist for Surgery. She provides direct patient care, 
teaching, and emotional support to persons with severe body 
disfigurements. 
Ms. Ayello is a moderator of the monthly Nursing Grand 
Rounds at Booth, and is Chairperson of the Nursing Care 
Plan/Documentation Committee, helping design ways to more effi-
ciently comply with regulations mandated by New York State for 
individual patient care plans. She also co-develo~ed an outpa-
tient ostomy service at Booth Memorial, the first.in Queens to be 
run by a nurse. 
Among contributions to the community, she is the founder and 
director of the Down Syndrome Parent support Group of Queens, and 
is the professional coordinator of the Long Island Breast Cancer 
Support Group. 
Ms. Ayello is Assistant Professor of Clinical Nursing at 
Adelphi University's Graduate School of Nursing. She has been a 
guest lecturer at SONY Stony Brook, is a former instructor in the 
Queensborough Community College Department of Nursing, and served 
as technical advisor for the television series, •Nurse". 
Ms. Ayello is currently completing her Ph.D. in Nursing at 
New York University. She is a mother of two and resides in -, 
Hollis Hills. 
The 12-member panel of nursing and health professionals who 
served on the NUrse of Distinction Advisory Conmittee were: 
Allison van PUtte, Assistant Professor of Nursing, University of 
Rochester School of Nursing; Gail Kuhn Weissman, Vice President 
of Nursing, Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York City; Pura Pantojas, 
Deputy Director of Nursing, SONY Stony Brook University Hospital; 
Grace Chickadonz, Dean, Syracuse University College of Nursing; 
Patricia Anvaripour, Planning Associate, Mt. Sinai Hospital, New 
York City; carol Brooks, Vice President for Nursing, Long Island 
Co r res.ponc.lerr.€_ 
receivec.l 
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Jewish Medical Center; Diane McDonald, Vice President for Nurs-
ing, Albany Medical Center; Linda Jarrett, Coordinator of Patient 
Services, New Paltz Nursing Home; Elfrida Russell, Director of 
Home care Services, Episcopal Church Home, Buffalo; Carolyn Scan-
lan, Executive Vice President, Hospital Association of New York; 
Marga,:et Music, Nursing Recruitment Office, AJ.bany Memorial 
Hospital and Joyce Gould, Director for Legislation, New York 
State Nurses Association. · 
: The 1989 Nurse of Distinction Award, the first to be desig-
nated, was sponsored by Senate Majority Leader Ralph J. Marino; 
Speaker of the ASsembly Mel Miller; ASsembly Majority Leader 
James R. Tallon, Jr.; Senate Health Chairman Michael J. Tully, 
Jr.; Assembly Health Chaiman Richard N. Gottfried; Senate Higher 
Education Chairman Kenneth P. Lavalle; Assembly Higher Education 
Chairman Edward c. Sullivan; Senate Education Chairman James H. 
Donovan and Assembly Education Chairman Jose E. Serrano. 
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MEMORANDUM 
Co r r~po ,,-,,clen::e 
recez~ecL 
MAYJ•# 
MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
420 LAKEVILLE ROAD, LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y. 11042 (516) 488:6100 
FAX: (516) 488-1267 
TO: Members of the liaison Canmlttee with the Nursl'ng Profession 
FROM: 
DATE: 
Bernard J. Pisani. M.D. 
David M. Benford, M.D. 
John H. Carter, M.D. 
John V.W. Cordlce. M.D. 
John A. Finkbeiner, M.O~ 
John B. Henry. M.D. 
George J. Lawrence, M.D. 
Robert A. Mayers, M.D. 
Danlel F. O'Keeffe, M.D. 
Ralph Schwartz, M.D. 
Charles D. Sherman1 Jr., M.D. 
Donald F. Foy 
Executive Ylce-1y'esldent . . 
May 2, 1989 
/4.anita Hunter, R.N., President, NYSNA 
Hartha-Orr, R.N., Executive Director, NYSNA 
SUBJECT: Meeting with Representatives of the NYS:.Nurses Association 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Or. Pisani has asked that I notify you that a meeting has been scheduled with 
Martha Orr. R.N., Executive Director, and Juanita Hunter, R.N., President, of 
the New York State Nurses Association, for Monday, May 15, 1989 at·l0:00 a.m. 
at MSSNY headquarters In Lake Success. 
We apologize for the short notice, however, we have attempted to telephone each 
of you today to Inform you of the meeting. 
Please let us know whether or not you ere able to attend by returning the 
enclosed postage-paid card. 
DFF:pm 
cc Wlllfam R. Egan 
Veterans 
Administration 
April 14, 1989 
•Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D, R.N. 
President. Board of Directors 
New York State Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, N.Y. 12084 
Dear Dr. Hunter: 
Medical Centel' 3495 Bailey Avenue 
Buffalo NY 14215 
In Reply Refer To: 528/118 
Having recently received your letter infonning me that since "only a 
handful of nominations11 were received for the American Nurses' 
Association nsearch for Excellence Contest,• I must share my reaction 
with you. 
Yes, there are many outstanding nurses in New York State and choosing to 
honor each nurse with a certificate is a good idea; however, what does it 
have to do with the criteria for this contest? Since you received "a 
handful" of nominations, a selection should have been made from that 
group. If more people couldn't take the time or make the effort to 
nominate a worthy candidate, it's their loss • 
By taking the action you have described (selecting no one candidate from 
New York State), you have made it impossible for any New York State nurse 
to compete and possibly be recognized on a national level. Recognizing 
the general excellence of all New York State nurses could have been done 
anyway. 
Sincerely, 
~u. ·. (J. ... lu_~-
KA~EN IS~t.N.A 
Associate Chief, Nursing Service 
cc: ANA 
•~merica is IJ-11umks to our Vetenrns .. 
NEW YORK_CITY HEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORPORATION 
125 Worth Street .New York, New York 10013 
D.r • Juanita Hunter I President 
New York State Nurses Association 
2113 l>estern Avenue 
Qli]derland, NY 12084 
O?ar Dr. Hunter: 
February 7, 1989 
It was a pleasure to receive your letter today and I have already returned the 
card indicating my willingness to be at the l\pril meeting. r,w desire to be 
active in NYSNA fueled my acceptance in 1987 (late) of an appointlrent to the 
NYSNA COuncil of Nurse Researchers of which I am a member. 
I look fo:rward to discussions with you and other ANA Fellows re how we can 
be nnre involved in the Association's business. 
'll1ank you for your invitation. 
~)f,~ 
Willa M. a>swell R.N.,Ph.D. 
Associate Director of Nursing Research/QA 
Co:z:porate Nursing Services 
rr~Q .. ,·.·.· rec~i.w.ecL• 
TARKY LOMBARDI. JR. 
49TN DISTRICT 
CHAIRMAl'I 
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 
Dr. Juanita Hunter 
President 
THE SENATE 
STATE OF NEW YORK 
ALBANY 
1.?247 
July 20, 1989 
New York State Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, NY 12084 
Dear Juanita: 
The enclosed materials which announce the continuation of the New York 
State Legislature's Nurse of Distinction Award program were recently sent 
to the following: 
Hospitals 
Home Care Agencies 
Nursing Homes 
Schools of Nursing 
Psychiatric Centers 
Developmental Centers 
Correctional Facilities 
VA Medical Centers 
HMOs 
Diagnostic &. Treatment Centers 
Associations 
We ask for your assistance in encouraging your members to participate and 
to designate a "contact person" to whom we can direct future 
correspondence. We would be most appreciative jf you could publicize this 
in your Association's newsletters. 
Thank you for your assistance. 
Best wishes and kindest personal regards. 
TL/rf 
Enclosures 
7~? 
Tarky Lombardi, Jr. 
.,_ 
"J 
NEWYORK 
STATE 
SENATE 
ALBANY.NE\VYOIK 1220 
TARICY LOMBARDI.JR. 
$EIIATOR ., • ., DISTRICT 
OCAaMNI 
COlillllT1U OIi fllll&NCE 
Dear • • 
July , 1989 
CO, res.ponclerce. 
rece,-vecl: 
· I am delighted to announce that the Nurse of 
Distinction Award and Conference will continue in 1990. 
The May 1989 Conference and Award program was so 
successful that we thought it must continue. 
A nomination form and program details will be sent 
to you in the Fall. The Nurse of Distinction 
Conference will take place in Albany on Wednesday, May 
9th and Thursday, May 10th. Remember to save the dates 
for this exciting event. 
We welcome your participation. and ask that you 
now designate a contact person to whom you also wish us 
to direct future correspondence. Would you please 
complete the enclosed form and return it to the address 
indicated? 
The general parameters of the program. will remain 
the same. Through this legislative salute to the 
nursing profession, we hope to recognize professional 
excellence, underscore the diversity within nursing and 
acknowledge the contributions of -registered 
professional nurses. 
I look forward to your organization's 
participation in this important program. 
'l'L:cm 
Encl. 
Kindest personal regards. 
Si~ 
Tarky Lombardi, Jr. 
NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE'S 
NURSE O.F DISTINCTION AWARD 
DESIGNA'nOH OP CONTACT PHBSOH 
PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY 
YOUR NAME ----------------------------
TITLE ---------------------------
ORGANIZATION NAME --------------------------
ADDRESS 
----------;::;:ST;;,R;,:,E~E;;:;T::---------------
CITY STATE ZIP CODE 
TELEPHONE 
------.At"'iiR"'EA;-.-;C=;;O~D~K;---------.:No;;Uo;;M~B::;BR::-:::-------
PLEASE RETURN TO: 
OFFICE OF SENATOR TARKY LOMBARDI, JR. 
913 LEGISLATIVE OFFICE BUILDING 
ALBANY, NEW YORK 12241 
March, 1989 
Dear Colleague: 
C.o r res.po nclert:€_ 
. re.ceivecl 
The co-lttee to Elect New York state candidates for A.N.A. office 
has been reestablished to assist individuals with their campaigns. 
The Nev York State Nurses Association pays the American Nurses 
Association 1.5 million dollars a year for membership rights. New 
York contributes more money to the A.ff.A. than any other state 
because ve have the largest number of members. However, when the 
list of A.ff.A. elected officials is examined, approximately St are 
from the State of Nev York. This Committee wants to change that 
record and help Nev Yorkers get elected to national office. 
The co-1ttee to Elect New York State Candidates needs a campaign 
chest to enable them to support their election activities. This year 
ve are sponsoring a raffle. Enclosed_are chance booklets for you to 
sell and/or to distribute to others to do the same. Please assist us 
so ve can help the candidates by not only providing individual · 
consultation but also by sponsoring events where they can influence 
delegates to vote for them. 
Checks should be made payable to the Committee to Elect New York 
State candidates. Stubs from chances and raffle money should be sent to: 
Coamittee to Elect Nev York State Candidates 
P. o. Box 924 
Patchogue, New York 11772 , . 
If you do not vish to be involved in this important fund raising 
event, please ask a friend to sell the chances or return them to the 
address listed above. Of course, the Committee would also be happy 
to receive your personal donation to support their work. 
The co-ittee looks forward to the convention and seeing .not only 
candidates but our delegate members. This effort was quite 
successful ln 1987. Let's hope we in Nev York can make an even 
bigger impact on the A.N.A. in 1989. 
Sincerely, 
Jan /f(f!:'!cfs.f~5i RA/. 
Bonnie Perrato, R.H., MBA, CHA 
Co Chairs 
co-ittee to Elect Nev York 
State candidates 
Hettie Birnbach, EdD, R.H. 
Jerry Cohen, M.A., R.H., CNAA 
Joan Lynch, PhD, R.H. 
Dottie Wllliaas, R.H. 
JV:d 
~2fr 
Co r •e6.f:O r,c/en::€_ 
recelvecl 
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QilkpafNuniag '\.'. ,, · ··· t• .-{r/i 
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::~:~~JJ\:JL~'~ .. t" . :. . . ., . 
. ·•:,- .,,:•.. ATT: Juan·t e Nurses Association ., i a K. Hunter Ed 
2113 Western A , .D., RN 
r , .. , • \• ••• • i: ._ .... 
G. ve. 
uilderland, NY : 12084 
'. 
. . ' 
'.'.'l Dear Juanita: 
I received your letter o . . . . . :. 
our school was closed f December 23, 1987 on Jan . 
and asking for furth d~e to the holiday hr ak uaxy 4, 1988, as 
The three er information if e • I am writing 
are f recoilllllendations that h you have any at this time 
o grave concern ave come from th . • 
it is time that nurs·to the whole profession of: co1:1'1'1ttee I feel 
be a profession of ing_really organize or elseur thsing. I think nursing • ere will not 
I "l . wi 1 be waiting for furth . . . er information from your office. 
F/Jt. .,e~ -
Joella M Rand RN Dean • ' ' Ph.D. 
JMR/ml 
Alhd. Hew Ycllt M10Z 
. . ·~ 
.. -;\f~j,,;;. 
-~- .t ~_.;· 
. ·: ·-.. t: ",, 
,r(:;:5po,-,c . 
•·recilvecl 
Canton 
Februa?:y 1, 1988 
'1he Hooorable Mario cuano 
Executive Department 
capital Building 
Alba.,y, NY 12223 
Dear Governor CUano: 
I have been apprised of the impendirg final report of the New York State 
Health Department's labor-Health Iooustry Task Force on Health Personnel 
report soon to be released. 
I have grave CCX1cern regarding sane recxmneooations: 
1. •Challerge Exan• - A written exanination alone cannot measure clinical 
a:npetence of non-traditiooally educated personnel. E)jucational 
curriculun requirements and content have been standardized to insure 
safe clinical practice - short cuts such as challerge exams without a 
clinical perfol.1Dallce measurement canponent will jeopardize public 
safety. 
2. •Health Personnel Emergency" - AllCMing auxillary personnel to perform 
duties of licensed personnel is vecy unsafe. '!he public consuner has a 
right to receive professional level of care for which he/she is paying. 
3. •1nstitutional Licensure" - '!he health care consuner has a right to 
receive care fran licensed personnel - the licensure insurirg 
protectia1 and mini.mun ccmpetency of the health care worker. 
I hope the Governor will consider these issues very carefully. I appreciate 
the work and would encourcge IOO:re scholarship aid for students and employees 
in the health field. 
Sincerely, 
Catherine H. Kelly, Professor 
Coardinator/Freshnan Nursing Program 
o«/mr 
....---=7cc: Juanita llmter, President, NYSNA 
h;senolyman Jam O'Neil 
rresp.o0 .. : .. 
ru,e}vecl· 
l>epartnivftt of Medicine 
and Surve,y Washington D.C. 20420 
=ration 
Jme 23, 1986 
Dr. Jwmita llJDt.er 
Qairperson, Cabinet oo Hemm Rights 
AErlcan Nurses• Associatim, Inc. 
2420 Pershing 1'oad 
Kansas City, HJ 64108 
Dear Dr. Bmter: 
RECEJVED 
~':..i'I 3 0 1986 
-~SUPPOR1; 
In Reply Refer To: 
llJ 
file &mday p:ogram at ANA lfflich hooored l«llleil of color for plbl.ic service 
was a n:eoorable eirent. I shall cherish the fan memxies of this occasion 
for a lifet:ine. Throughait the 'M:!ek, all of those who attended whan I 
encountereJ spate so wamll.y of this JIOITing ceremony. 
"l'1Bnks for booaring ne. It DDtivates me to a::hieve that ~h nore. 
Sincerely, 
VEm«CE ~, R.R., M.A, F.A.A.N., F.R.C.N. 
Dei;uty Assistant Chief Medical Director 
for Rlrsing Programs 
cc: Dr. Jmith Ryan 
Dr. Battie Bessent 
Jtme23~ 1986 
Hattie Basaeat. 8:1.D., LR. 
Depaty BlmcuUve Dlractc:r 
Minarity Fellowblp PN.,1 
llmsea' Asa ci;ian, l'.m. 
1030 15th stnet, 11.w., Sm.te 716 
-bingtca, DC 20005 
Dear Dr. Be aeatt 
1lJ 
SUnclay's pcOJlW.,abicb bcncnd -.-n of m1.cr 111& a eteUar ..a potg,JIIIF. 
ceralllC!1Y• ~Wjl'oi,t the Na 0:xtvmUan hotb ,-,,., a and otfwa.., 
attemed spoke 111lD11.y of. tbe eveat. 
Your «ganizatimal. md1Ja are auparbl '1'he -H!I' in which Jal pamde:J 
assurai a JDl!IIDrable CCCBei,.. .,,,..._ fer bancring. • at this first « a 
kind ceraaiy far pJbUc aervice. 
Sincerely, 
~di~ 
VlRltCB FBIGSClf, R.R., II.A, P.A.A.lf., P.R.C.R. 
Depity Assistant Odef lfefioaJ Director 
for &Jrsing ~lW 
cc: Dr. Judith Ryan . ./ 
Dr. Jumrl.ta lmnter·,........-
Corre.5»ponclerr.€._ 
fee ez v eel 
National Black Nurses' Association, Inc. 
{•·"' • •: ~•n~ 
I, .-,.,,,;.i,:s. Califom,a 
President 
D: I~ , '-'rJ;~,,rf:. 
A th,-:i-n~ . On,o 
ltct Vice President 
1· ;1: . ;-: .... ~,.,iv·, 
h•o,,~. l'ii(•rv Y(l:I,. 
2nd Vice Prewent 
1, ~·•· .. •i; .. t ,,qa,, 
(.t ;1,.:.0:JO, 111,r,ofS 
·Secteca,y 
l,.-"'~•• t.r·'·t~ Bo!to•t 
i. r .'>-u .. ;. ~;. Cchf01nia 
· Treasurer 
: ~; • . -.... -•~ s .. ~!1'~ 
-.,. ,.J"'•: A,3:.am.a 
Prr ~dt:nt Emeritus 
f ! · .. , fi.1!?f;h 
. · ..... '-..ias$.ctrh.:5-":tt!. 
,!"l',r-:, -!!-,, ... Pa-s1 Pres;ctent 
0: fl,-.•b .. •a t.orman 
Ht!-toraan 
C!r:r.ap-n. ifunois 
f:.. - .. -· ~~or,:.-•71:r 
~-;iu~-:on. Te11.ar.. 
f:: . . -.... ,,. ft·"?'::~:J,t 
F.r·;;~'!tf>!'ltatn1e 
'> t-::••--'-. M.is'SC'"t}ft 
5-·;. 1."-1.: • .;,:11~ 
f\,•llffiernarian 
l,~ t,••,wlr-s. Cal1lomia 
t,_.,.._...,_., \".'.U..a:-ns 
! rt•.:•, Roe." • Arlt ans.a! 
October 5 9 1984 
Ms. Juanita Hunter,Ed.D., 
Chairperson 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
c/o Karen s. Tucker 
Coordinator 
R.N./ 
Governance Support Services 
American Nurses' Association 
2420 Pershing Road 
Kansas City, Missouri 64108 
Dear Juanita, 
Post Office Box 18358 
Boston, Mesaachusetts 02118 
Telephone: (617) 266-9703 
RECEIVED 
OCT 111~84 
GOVERNANCESUflllORT 
I received your request to Lorraine Baugh to late to 
respond in a timely manner. I do apologize for this 
being too late for your meeting. 
~e as an organization are addressing through our chap-
ters issues dealing with Human Rights in the area of: 
1) Quality of care to the disinfranchised 
2) Impact of new regulations on consumers i.e., 
DRG's 
3) Lack of access to care by Black and poor 
Americans 
4) Decrease in financial assistance for nursing 
education. 
I enjoyed very much meeting with you in New Orleans and 
hope to hear from you soon. 
Sincerely, 
cc: Sadako Bolaea 
I 13th National Institute and Conference - St. Louis, Missouri - August 8-August 11. 1985 
American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Road. Kansas City. Mlaaou.ri &U08 
(818) 474-5'120 
Eunice A. Cole, R.N. 
President 
Judith A. Ryan. Ph.0.,R.N. 
Executive Director 
Septeni>er 24, 1984 
Juanita Bunter, Bd.D., M.S., R.H. 
127 Shirley Avenue 
Buffalo, New York 14215 
Dear Dr. Hunter: 
Washington Office: 
1101 14th Street. N.W. 
Suite 200 
Washington, O.C. 20005 
(202) 789-1800 
I am pleased to inform you that the Executive CODllllittee, Council of CoJmamity 
Health Nurses, has suggested you to the American Nurses' Association 
Nominating Committee for consideration for inclusion on the slate for 1985 ANA 
elections as a candidate for Member, ANA cabinet on Human Rights. We believe 
you are among the most qualified individuals to serve AHA and the nursing 
profession in this capacity. 
In order for the Nominating Committee to consider your nomination, you JIIJSt 
conplete and return the two enclosed forms: Form B--•eonsent of SRA Member to 
Be Nominated and to Serve in Office if Elected• and Poa. C-"Biograpbical 
i!'orm to Be Completed by SHA Member Suggested for Nomination to ARA Office.• 
'lbe final date for acceptance of ncainations materials is October 15. l!'OrllS A 
and B must arrive at ANA headquarters by that date. 
The C0111>leted :forms should be returned to Mary .Bamblin, coordinator, Coancil 
Communications, Council Services, at the ARA address listed above. 
Sincerely, 
fadJu'/(~ 
Ruth Reagan Hutchison, M.P.B., R.N. ,c. 
Chairperson 
Council of community Health Nurses 
RRH:MH:tas:01 
cc: Cecilia r. Mulvey, M.s., R.R., President 
cathryne A. welch, Ed.»., R.H., Ezecutive Director 
New York State Nurses Association 
Cheryl Thoq;,son 
Director, Member Services 
Division of Constituent Affairs 
ANA-An Equal Opparcunily EfflPlov'er 
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Nhr YORIC STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION •... , .. .. 
To: JKI-/ 
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EX:e-cuti:ve· ·D.i:nector~ w·ire-
. ... . . . 
Dear Member, 
Nursing Must Get Its Act Together--Now 
Since the cold shower of facts that 
carried the bad news abollt the serious 
decline in nursing school enrollments, 
a number of solutions have been pro-
posed to remedy the nursing supply 
crisis. There is consensus, in the 
nursing conmunity at least, that 
nursing jobs in hospitals must be 
restructured. This is an essential 
step in order to provide for necessary 
nursing autonomy, involvement in 
policymaking, and so forth. The 
cornerstone of any restructuring 
activities usually cited is the 
professional practice model that would 
assure that these characteristics are 
in place. 
Salaries Cited As Heart of Matter 
One presenter at the annual American 
Organization of Nurse Executives 
(AONE} meeting proposed a different 
solution. Following a very logical 
and well documented array of facts and 
figures prepared with Linda A1ken, 
PhD, RN, former vice president of the 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, Connie 
Mullinex, r-PH, MBA, RN, program 
associate of the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation, presented her conclusion: 
"Nobody wants to say it ••• The problem 
is that nurses' wages must be in-
creased. The evidence points to 
nurses' relatively low wages as the 
major cause of the shortage." The 
heart of the Aiken-~llinex thesis 
posits that when nurses' wages are 
low, relative to other health care 
workers, hospitals tend to 11 stockpile11 
nurses and use them to substitute for 
November/December 1987 
other health care workers -- from 
physicians to nurses aides. Because 
of their tremendous versatility, using 
nurses as substitutes for a variety of 
health care workers affords hospitals 
a great cost savings. 
That's not necessarily bad news. Being 
in great demand because of a highly 
general and flexible nature is a 
characteristic that other health 
professionals would probably envy. 
Nonetheless, nursing has yet to rise 
to the challenge of positioning the 
current course of events onto a more 
positive route. 
-1, Nursing's Internal Difficulties 
.,,- Require Resources It Can Ill Afford 
The time to act is now because many 
well-meaning administrators are looking 
for quick fix solutions to the shortage 
-- not the least of which is sub-
stituti~g other professionals for 
nurses or training special technicians 
to fill the gap. Meanwhile, nursing's 
plight at the national level has been 
fraught with hurdles and difficulties 
that divert important resources that 
could be put to more effective use. 
For the past several months the 
American Nurses' Association (ANA) has 
been engaged in a costly struggle with 
two of its largest state association 
members over the mission of the 
organization. New York State and 
Pennsylvania charged that the ANA had 
abandoned its conmitment to profes-
sionalism in nursing when it voted to 
establish two categories of membership. 
Both states deferred taking action at 
. . . _· . ~ationaL League· for Nursing. . . · 
. . IO Columbus Circle New York, New York l 0019 . . 
..- - ... -~- , . . . , . _. 
• .. 
their annual meetings. In addition, 
AONE is still contemplating complete 
separation from the American Hospital 
Association (AHA} -- a move that may 
well be inevitable if nurse executives 
choose to take positions that may not 
be in concert with AHA policy. Yet, 
such a break would mean starting anew 
to build a strong organization with a 
sound financial base. When organized 
nursing is unsettled in this manner it 
has an adverse effect on the entire 
nursing conmunity. Our resources are x 
better spent fanning strong coalitions 
to capitalize on the opportunities be-
fore us while the hearts and the minds 
of the American public are with us. 
Perhaps a good outcome of nursing 1s 
national woes will be pulling together 
to support each other during difficult 
times. The next Tri-Council meeting 
will be devoted to devising a broad 
strategy to chart a course of action 
that addresses the nursing supply 
crisis as well as new nursing edu-
cation legislation, which is nearing 
expiration. 
Congress Goes Through the Motions 
Several legislative initiatives have 
already been introduced to address the 
nursing supply problem. Among them is 
a bill sponsored by Sen. Edward Kennedy 
(0-Mass) that would support demonstra-
tions to establish innovative clinical 
practice roles for nurses in hospitals, 
enhance links between academic nursing 
programs and long term care settings 
by supporting demonstrations of 
innovative practice for nurses in home 
care and nursing home settings, and 
develop regional recruitment centers 
to increase enrollments in schools of 
nursing. The authorization for these 
demonstration projects fs $5 million. 
C..Or responclerxe_ 
recezvec::l 
Another proposal, backed by Rep. Ron 
Wyden (D-Oreg), would provide funds 
for a local needs assessment initiative 
to allow for the development of educa-
tional outreach programs based on the 
identification of need. In addition, 
the bill requires the Secretary of the 
Department of Health and Human Services 
to give priority to educational out-
reach associate degree programs that 
have no more than 30 students and have 
an agreement with baccalaureate 
programs. 
Hearings to address the shortage were 
recently held by the Senate Finance 
Conmittee, which has jurisdiction over 
the Medicare program. Neville Strump, 
PhD, RN, an expert in gerontology, 
testified on behalf of NLN. Dr. Strump 
urged the Congressional Committee to 
"improve Medicare coverage of the 
services provided by nurse practi-
tioners and clinical nurse specialists, 
especially for patients in skilled 
nursing facilities." 
Clearly, Congressional action to 
address the shortage will be forth-
coming. The question is: Will it be 
enough to truly make a difference? 
Nursing's Strategic High Grouna 
In developing a new strategy, we need 
a new mind set. We need to make an 
emotional transition in order to con-
centrate our energies on the strengths 
and the values of the nursing profes-
sion. One of our most valuable assets 
right now is that we are in very great 
demand. Any producer of goods or 
services would tell us that is good 
news. not bad news. Furthermore, we 
are certain that the demand will 
increase -- not decrease -- in the 
future. 
.A,merican Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Road, Kansas City, Missouri 84108 
(816) 474-5720 
Lucille A. Joel, Ed.0., R.N., F.A.A.N. 
President 
Judith A. Ryan, Ph.D .• R.N. 
Executive Director 
May 10, 1989 
Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D., R.N. 
President 
New York State Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, New York 12084 
Dear Dr. Hunter:. 
Fax: (816) 471-4903 
Washington Office: 
1101 14th Street. N.W. 
Suite 200 
Washington. O.C. 20005 
(202) 789-1800 
FAX: (202) 842--4375 
JU1; -5 1989 
I am pleased to congratulate New York State Nurses Association for your 
excellent membership recruitment and retention efforts in 1988. Your success 
has eamed your association a place of distinction on the American Nurses' 
Association Honor Roll for Membership Growth. 
The ANA Honor Roll formally recognizes state's membership expansion during the 
preceding calendar year. The name of your state association, along with the 
other honored state nurses' associations, will be announced in the·June issue 
of The American Nurse, and on June 23 at the 1989 ANA House of Delegates in 
Kansas City. 
I am p~rsonally honored -- particularly at this time when the nursing shortage 
has emphasized our need to come together as a profession to realize common 
goals -- to applaud New York State Nurses Association for your outstanding 
efforts. Your determination to strengthen your association through membership 
recruitment and retention is not only admirable, but an example for all of us 
of your commitment to the profession and to your state association. 
On behalf of your colleagues and the American Nurses' Association, I commend 
you. 
Sincerely, 
'-P,,A:,P,. Q. WwL 
~l, Ed.D.o.N.; F.A.A.N. 
President 
1AJ :JW: aks: 001 
ANA - An Equal Oppartuni1y En,plorer 
American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Road, -«ansas City, Missouri 84108 
Lucille A. Joel, Ed.O., R.N., F.A.A.N. 
President 
Bartlara K. Redman, Pll.D .• R.N .. F .A.A.N. 
&ecutive Director 
April 11, 1990 
Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D., R.N. 
(818) 474-5720 
Fu: (816) 471-4903 
Assistant Professor and Project Director 
University at Buffalo Sch~ol of Nursing 
State University of New York 
709 Stockton Kimball Tower 
Buffalo, New York 14214 
Dear Dr. Hunter, 
'Corre,l;ponclen:.e 
received 
Washington Office: 
1101 14th Street, N.W. 
Suite 200 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
(202) 789-1800 
FAX: (202) 842-4375 
The Constituent Assembly Executive Committee has planned the agenda for the June 
15, 1990 Constituent Assembly meeting, to be held in Salon G at the Marriott 
Copley Place in Boston, Massachusetts. A copy of the tentative agenda is 
enclosed for your information. 
On Friday, June 15 approximately 30 minutes have been allotted for a report from 
you, and Jean R. Marshall, M.S.N., R.N. to address strategies for the promotion 
of minority and staff nurse involvement in the association. You are requested 
to present strategies and successes which the New York State Nurses Association 
has utilized in addressing this issue, Ms. Marshall will be asked to present 
information about the successes she and the New Jersey State Nurses Association 
have experienced in promoting participation of these groups. 
Please contact the staff in the Office of Constituent Relations as soon as 
possible, to indicate whether you will be able to participate in the Constituent 
Assembly meeting. If you have written materials to augment your verbal report, 
please forward these to the Office of Constituent Relations at your earliest 
convenience, and no later than May 15, 1990. 
ANA will reimburse you for travel costs, one nights lodging and per diem 
associated with your participation in this meeting. A travel form and guidelines 
are included in this mailing. 
The Constituent Assembly Executive Committee appreciates your past support for 
the assembly, and hopes you will be able to participate again in June, 1990. 
S~rely, 
Nary~<!:-~., R.N. 
Chairperson 
Constituent Assembly Executive Committee 
MBM:clt.ltrs 
Enclosures 
ANA - An Equal Clpportunny Employer 
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Hall of Fame 
• recogruzes our 
health system's 
great legacy 
w.:.r--:-. nc?a.1hcare Septembef 15. 1989 
Last year, U1e fu'!it Health Care Hall of Fame awards din-ner was cclebmted at the Pennsylvania Hospital in Phila-
del1>hia. The presentation was a huge success, and all who 
atlen1led the fcstivities will never forget the event. 
It was a memorc1ble evening as Ray Brown, Wilbur Cohen, 
Benjamin Franklin, Sidney Garfield, M.D., Frank Groner, 
Malcolm MacEachern, M. D., Boone Powell Sr., Rufus 
Rorem, Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton and Lillian Wald became 
the fin;t inductees into the Health Care Hall of Fame. 
This year, because the Pennsylvania Hospital is un-
dergoing some renovation, the presentation dinner will be 
at the Hotel Atop The Bellevue in Philadelphia. It promises 
to be another wonderful event as five more prominent and 
disti111,'1.lishetl individuals will be inducted. 
The five who will join last year's honorees are equally 
qualified and have made lasting contributions to this great. 
healthcare system of which we are all so fortunate to be a 
p:,rl. This year's inductees a1·e Itobin C. Buerki, M.D., 
George Buglx.-e, Eleanor Lambertsen, John Mannix and Fos-
ter .McGaw. TI1ey are all legends and, like their predecessors, 
have all displayed a total dedication to mis.sion and amazing 
vision. All of them were litercllly J>ioneers and far ahead of 
their times, but they were never deterred from making the 
American healthcare system the best in the world. 
These ~rreal leaders have left. us tremendous legacies----
heallhcarc institutions sccmul to none in the world, with 
skilled admiuistr.ilurs, physicians, nurses and other per-
sonnel working day in aml day out saving lives, mending 
tlamagc1l hearts, prolo111,-ing lifo and always giving hope and 
solace. They have left u,; with a lcg-.icy of doing good that 
tr,111scends anything else going on in our society today. 
KidnCl' and heart tra11Spl:ints have beeome almost common-
place, and more org-.ms, such as the liver, pancreas and 
lungs, are being tr.msplantt.'<I with increasing frequency. 
Look what's going on with our aged. Our fastest grow-
ing population segment comprises those 85 and older, while 
those 6.5 and 0l1ler exceed the total population of Canada This 
means that our healthrare system isn't only working, but suc-
t'Cl.>tling. As a matter of fact, you 1..'Uuld even make the case that 
it h;i:; uiwnpht.'<I over almost in~=ountable odds. But we 
have only just lx.-gui1, because the best is yet to come. 
The future is bright for healthcare in this nation, · but 
we have to be careful that we don't let the detractors slow 
down or impede the great strides that have been made. It 
won't be easy-there are those who would destroy the sys-
tem that has been put in place and served the American 
people so faithfully all these years. They honestly believe 
there are better ways to deliver healthcare to American 
citizens, but I worry that they understand neither the com-
plexities nor the sophistka.tion of the American healthcare 
system and unknowingly could do great hann to an indus-
try that has already proved its worthiness. 
And that's why it's so important that we recogniz.e those who 
have contributed so much to making the .American healthcare 
system the standard for the rest of the world to emulate. To 
this year's Health Care Hall of Fame inductees, we dedicate 
ourselves to maintaining your high standards. We aL<io congrat-
ulate you and thank you from the bottom of our hearts. 
Charles S. Lauer 
Publisher 
r,es.poTlc 
receivecl 
,card 
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Health Care llall of I amc . · . · . . 
Judges ehffle from 
among 78 nominees 
The seven judges who were asked to select new inductees 
for the Health Care Hall of 
Fame had a difficult task. 
The judges met in Chka!.10 on July 
14 to review the contributions of the 
78 people nominated by MoDEBN 
Ht:ALTIICARE readers. Aft.er hours of de-
liber.1tion, the judges picked five winners 
who exemplify the commitment. dedica-
tion and professionalism worthy of Hall 
of Fame memberahip. 
The judges included Robert M. Cun-
ningham Jr., a vetei-m journalist and 
cousultmit; Sister Irene Kr.ms, president 
and chief exe(.-utive oftker of the Dau1,>h-
ter.; of Charity National Health System, 
St. Louis; H. Robert Cathcart, president 
of Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia, 
home of the Hall of Fame; Richard L. 
Clarke, president of the Healthcare Vi-
nancial Management Assn., Westches-
ter, Ill.; Stuart A. Wesbury Jr., presi-
dent and chief executive officer oC the 
American of Healthcare Execu-
tives, Chicago; and Charles S. Lauer, 
publisher of .MooERN HEALTIICARE. An-
other judge, Micllae1 Bromberg, execu-
tive diret.-tor of the Fetler.ition oC Ameri-
can Health Systems, Washinl,stoo, w-.is ill 
but relayed his selections via telephone. 
We ~,;nn thank &Ir. Cathcart and his 
board for 1,rrcll.-iously allowing Pennsylv-.i-
H'-'lllA Can Hall of 
F~judga: 
smlffl. &but II. 
Cunningham Jr .• 
Sislu lrau! K=. 
H.Robut 
CatAaut; standing. 
Ridlard L Clarie,,, 
Stuart A. WesbUI)' 
Jr .• Ch.aria S. 
Ltulu. 
iia Hospital to house the permanent Hall 
of Fame exhibit. In addition, we com-
mi,nd Sandy Lutz. our Dallas bureau 
chief, for ili(o- 1J1Jfstandi:ng job in writing 
profiles of this years inductees. 
The Health Care Hall of Fame will 
add new members every year. Those 
nominated but not selected in 1989 will 
be considered again in 1990 and 1991. 
-Clark W. Bell 
HPI Health Care 
Services, Inc. 
congratulates the 
newest inductees to 
the Health Care 
Hall of Fame. 
Pennsylvania Hospilal 
s,1e ol lhe Health Cate Hall ol Fame 
Professional Pharmacy Services 
Since1967 
Modem Healthcare/September 15. 1989 
Fell' - lads drde 127 on nplr card 
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E nurses, hospitaJ ad-ministndors and physic-
JIIJIS, she was a teacher, 
a mentor, a pragmatn.. 
Thousands of nurses and 
nurse executives followed her 
lead. Her work result.ed in high 
educational standards and 
higher regard for the abilities 
and skills of nurses. 
Eleanor C. Lambertsen 
"had a profound effect on any 
nurse administrator," said 
Margaret L. McOure, execu-
tive director of nursing at 
New York University Medical 
Center. Ms. Lzmbertsen was 
especially influentiaJ from 1961 
to 1970 when she headed the 
nursing school program at Co-
lumbia University, New York 
"Just about every nurse leader 
at that time cune out or that 
Eleanor C. Lambertsen 
1916-
In 1943, she was named 
director of the hospital school 
of nursing. In 1946, she was 
appointed acting director of 
the hospital, after the former 
director was fired. 
Robin Buerki, M.D., an-
other Hall of Fame inductee, 
was hired as a commltant 
during the management 
shake-up at Overlook. Dr. 
Buerki, then dean of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania's 
medicai school, recommended 
that Ms. Lambertsen pursue 
a career in hospital adminis-
tration. She declined. "I 
looked at the women at that 
time in hospital administra-
tion and they never got any-
where," i;he said. 
:diool and she had an effect on 
many or them," Ms. McClure 
said. 
"Whenever someone asks me if we have enough nurses, 
I'm h!mpted to reply: 'Enough for what?' ,. 
She had firmly set her 
11ighL.c; on nursing, and in 1947 
she resigned from Overlook 
to further her nursing educa-
tion. As the hospital acting 
director and nursing director, Advancing from bedside 
nurse lo dean or a prestigious 
-1:lm"~ l.a,rrbntM'n. clMrtrnt1t1t n{thr-drpcrtlftf'ttl r,f n11rsin~ tviurotintr., T,,..,,.h,n: 
nursing school, Ms. Lamberl-
sen's goal was to gel hospital 
administrators, nurses and 
physicillJlS working together for the 
patient's well-being. 
One vehicle for this was learn nurs-
ing, an idea that. became synonymous 
with her name. Team nursing began as 
the subject of her doctoral dis.,;ertalion 
and was later published in 19!i7 as a 
book. The concept swept hospitals 
throughout the world. 
Breaking the mold. Ms. Lambert.-ien 
was born in Fanwood, N.J., and gra-
duated from high school in ·~ during 
the Detn ession. One of her brothers said 
he wanted to go to medical sdlool, and 
Eleanor began consideril~ nursing. 
It was not a popular choice with her 
f'arru1y. She had applied to a few nurs-
ing schools and was waiting for their 
replies the summer after high school 
graduation. Relaxing on the beach one 
day, she saw her father march down to 
t.'le shore with a letter from one or the 
schools. "ffe WIS furious," Ms. Lam-
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bert.c;en recalled. "He said I should 
slay home and get married. I said J 
wa.c; going to nursing school." 
Ms. Lamberlsen's decision was a bit 
unorthodox. "I was the first Lambert-
sen girl that had ever gone into a ca-
reer," she said. 
Ms. I..ambert..~n got her way, but only 
afier assuring her father that she 
wouldn't see men in bed clothes. "I just 
had to tell him that," she said. 
In 1938, she graduated from nursing 
school at Overlook Hospilal, Summit, 
N.J. 
She wa.c; hired for night duty al Over-
look and worked bani to prove herself. 
In stark oontra..'lf. to today's marketplace, 
"we were told that if we didn't work out 
in si,c months, there would be another 
~c;s graduating to take our places," Ms. 
Lambertsen said. 
She advanced quickly and became 
supervisor within a few years. 
she had been an active partic-
ipant in the hospital's board 
meetings, and when she re-
signed, they surprised her 
with a bonus check of $5,000. "That 
was a tremendous amount of money 
back then," she said. 
It enabled her to attend Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New 
York. She received her bachelor's de-
gree in 1949 and her master's the fol-
lowing year. 
Research project. At that time, the 
W.K Kellogg Foundation, Battle Creek, 
Mich., seled.ed Ms. Lambert.sen to head 
a research project on reorganu.ation of 
nursing services. World War II had 
ended, new anboiotia; were changing the 
course of medical care and the Kellogg 
Foundation's directors were wonied that 
"ha;pitals did not have the type of nurs-
ing leadership that was essential," Ms. 
Lambert.sen said. 
Her dissertation at Columbia Uni-
versity, "Education for Nursing Lead-
ership," revolulionlzed the way hospi-
tal nursing units were run. The 
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rloct~rate wa.c; published by a l'hiladel-
JJhia firm, an<I iL.c; guidelin~ hm11ght 
administrators and nurses to Afo. 
Lambert..c:en'i. door to hear mun'. 
P1ior lo team nur.;ing, the common 
nun-ing style wa.c; known a.._ runrtion:1' 
nun-ing-a practice in which om• nlll"l't' 
rlelivererl medication. another J.!ave 
baths amt won. "It wa.,; a big hn-ak in 
the pattern," Ms. McClure said. 
"We reversr,l the organi;,:ation 
chart," Ms. l,ambertsen r:-.plainetL 
Under her plan, registere1l nurses 
were res11onsible for patient c:m• and 
treatment goals. Daily nur.;e conrt•r-
enCl'S were held to review t"ill"l' plan.s: 
and arrange dutiei,; of the license1l 
practical nurses and aides in thr unit. 
To this day, many hospital:- continue 
to u:;e team nun;ing. "The h.1:sk pn·m• 
bes amt J>hilosoJ>hY ha\·e m•,•pr h1'('n 
lost si~ht or:· Ms. l.amhert..'S(•IJ S:li<l. 
Shortly after her di:s.«f!'rtatio11 wa.._ 
published, a demoJL,;lration prnjrct of 
team nun;ing Wal'l set up at Francel'l 
llelafield Hospital. a New York City 
cancer hospital adjacent lo Columbia. 
Administrators from throughout the 
country brought flata from their hospi• 
talc; to receive i.uggestions on how to 
reo~nize their nun;ing uniL'-. 
A year after her dis.<:erlation w,L'- pub-
&hed. the American Ho:-pital AMn. de-
citied to start a nur.;inF: dMsion. Ms. 
Lambert.sen suggested several names for 
director of the divi.,;ion, but the AHA 
kept coming back to her. Other nun,ing 
leader..---whom Ms. (..ambert~n rails 
"the gr:mrl larties~~vinc:ed lll'r to :ic-
rept in·~ 
There. the as .. ,;ertive aml admired 
nurse ensured that she wouM be in-
volved in any AHA rleci.._ion that in-
vol\-ed nursing. She gained much-needed 
re<Jll'd for the nursing prof~ion Imm 
both hol,pital afbninisbator.; and phy~ 
iarls. •Eleanor never had any hang--u1~ a.-, 
far as phyi;ician.c; or men; her hnther and 
husband were both phyi;idaJLc;." i.aid 
Shirley Fondiller. executive din'Clor of 
the Mid-Atlantic: Regional Nu-r.;ing 
A.'NL, New York. and a former l'Wllent 
of M.c;. Lambertsffl's. Ms. Lambert.o;en's 
h1Nl811(1 was the lale Jm,.eph Andenm. 
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M.D., formerly director of ~ion 
ruxlawnwal ror the AHA. 
Ms. l..ambert.oq,n's ~peet among a 
~,; section of healthcare group:; c:on-
tinued thmuJ?hout hrr career. For ex-
ample, when Blur Cross and Rlue 
Shi<'l1I plani. in eastern Nrw York 
were me~I in 197•1 into F.mpire Blue 
Cross aml Blur Shiekl. ~wr concluded 
th.it it was time to haw• "°meone on 
thr hoard who repre:«'nted the nur.;-
ing profession," said F:,lwin R. 
Werner. F.m11ire's ehainnan ar,d chief 
exeeutivr orfieer at thP timP. "We 
looketl for an outstanding nun<e, and 
Eleanor wa.._ in a cla."s hy hrr.-rlf. 
For 12 vrars. Ms. J,ambrrtsen 
:,,erved on the ho:ml of Empire. the 
nation·s laT'Jt(':<l Bines plan with more 
than 10 million membe~. JlurinJ! her 
la • .;t lh-P yt•:ir-s on I hi' ho:ml. shr wa.>< 
\·in• l'hairm:m. 
Academic leadership. ShP left the 
AHA in l!IIH lo rPtnm to her alma 
mater. Columbia's Trachrr.s Coll~. 
a.o;; director of the nur..ing education di-
vision. The eollege. one of the nation's 
laTJ?:e!'>t nursing schools al the time, 
wa.,; highly l'f'g-,mled for iLc; ma.o;ter's 
aml 1locloral programs in nursing. 
MShr clrew students ancl faculty from 
all ov<>r the countrv and all over the 
world," Ms. 1''omlill~r s.i.id. 
Ms. Lamhertsen remained nur.;ing 
e1lucation director until l!ki8, when 
she wa.,; promoted lo head all health 
:;ervices at the collegt•. 
In 19711. amid 1fj job offer.<, she ac-
cepted the post of rl<>an of the school or 
nursing at Cornell UniveT!'lily-New 
York Hospital. Ms. Lambertsen 
wanted a role where she workerl 
direetly with the medical sehool. and 
Coniell'i. was regarded a.c; "an elite 
school," she sairl. 
When Cornell cloi.ed its nursing 
school in 1979, she became a senior as-
sociate director of the hospit:d and 
continuecl a flourishing consuiting 
businesi.. For example, in 1970, she 
undertook a three-month visiting pro-
fe:-.'<Or.lhip in Israel, helping lhe Uni-
versity of Tel A ,;v start a bachelor's 
degree proJtT8ffi in nursing. 
She aL"O contir1ued to teach nursing 
in the d('partment of medicine at Cor-
nell Univel"!'ity Medical School and is 
now a prnfes.,;or emerittLc; there. 
As recently a.c; fall 1!»17. Ms. Lam-
hert.c;en wa<; back teaching at Colum-
bia's Trochers College. Her course, 
"Management of the Socially Re!<pon-
sihle OrJ?,mi:r.ation," W:L'- extremely 
popular with studenLc;, accordinj! to 
thO!'ll' at the college. She also tauirht 
rou~ at the master's and doctoral 
level,; on leadership in the administra-
tion or nursing service,. 
Keeping up. As she had so often in 
the pa.c;t. Ms_ l,ambert.c;en has kept 
touch with the changing time!'I. "Our 
fonLc; is on preparing nun:e executive!< 
to work in the teaching hospital. with 
a concentration on manaJ,'mPnt in tur-
bulrnl limei.. We are educating a 
gronp who must he able to work 
within a threatened world of hospi-
talc;. ff she s;ud la..c;t year in a Teachel"!' 
ColleJ!e publication. 
She recognil.es that the strains on 
nur.;es are different today than when she 
started teaching in the 19ml. "l1lere are-
SC many opportunities open to women 
lollay," Ms. Lambert.-;en said in a rerent 
interview. "When I started. there was 
only teaching and nursing. People are 
demanding more; you can't live on com-
mitmenl" 
' Her reputation took her to every state 
in the nation am dozens of foreign coun-
tries. From 1961 to I!m. she W3R on the 
World Health ~•s e."q>l!rl :uh;. 
sory council on nursing. She also \\-;J:; a 
consultant and lecturer tr. nun:,e asrocia-
tions in Au&ralia, South Africa. .Japan 
and Ja."113ic:a. 
She has been active in the National 
League for Nursing, the Salvation 
Army, the National Urban League, 
the United Hospital Fund of New 
York, the International Council of 
Nur.-ei. and the National Board of 
Medical Examiners. 
She also was director of the Visiting 
N!m'e Service of New York from 1963 to 
1975 am chairwoman of the New York 
State Nurses A..,;sn. Council of~ 
in Nurnng from 1!112 to 1976. 
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The naliuu's pioneer in public hc.tlth mu~ing, Lilfuu1 \V;il«I epilomia'tl 
Mhii,rh-touclt 11<'.iltlu.--.in! by treat-
ing the hordes of immigrants who 
strc.uzll'd into New Ym-k's Lower E,L'il 
Side al the tw11 ufthe tentury. 
Then!, she founded Henry Street 
Visiting Nurse Se1-vice, which even-
tually evolved into the Visiting Nurse 
Servite of New York City. She 
directed the service fur .JO years. 
The turning point in the life of M:;. 
who was born in Cincinnati m11l 
raised in Rothester, N. Y., came when 
she moved in with her married oltler 
:;ister in New Ym·k. 
He1· sister was pregnant. aud .Ms. 
The area was uverbunlcnL'tl by the 
fluw of new AITM!ru..uis, and tire death 
mte was high-21i !Jer 1,000, at."lvllling lo 
a ,-epurt in Industrial Bulletin, a publica-
tion uflhe New York Dept. of l.ahor. 
While leaching the home nun;ing 
dass, Ms. Wald found her career. 1-'in-
ann~•l by family friends, Ms. Wald and 
anulht·r nur.;e, Mary Brewste1·, rentL'II 
rooms in the crowded Lu\\-er East 
tiidc lo develop a public health nur:;ing 
servit.-P. "We were driven tu it. We 
wen· «lrivcu lo everything we did," 
Ms. Wald later sai«I about the servil-e. 
Wald learue1I much from the nurse at-
tending to her cai·e. The nurse told uf 
the city's ub:;tacles in providing 
healthcare lo the sick. Lillian Wald 
The two women asked that patients 
1my them when they could. They 
t;111ght the Elliil Side resident.-. huw lo 
care fur them.selves and their familfos. 
They transformed every home int11 a 
classroom to teach the family about 
"llw fact:; of health and life." 
That prom1>ted Ms. Wald to enroll in 
the um~ing school at New York Hos-
pital in 1889. 
After two years of study, she 
worked in the Juvenile Asylum fur :t 
year, then atteu«led classe:; at 
Women's Medical College for another 
year. There, she tm1ght a class for im-
migrants in hmnc um-,;ing am! llt'camc 
aware of conditions m1 New York's 
Lower Ea,;l 8i,h-, when· iiOtl,IIIXl im-
migrants ,U"rivccl l!ilch yt·.u· . 
In 18!15, Ms. Wald and her 11111~es 
11111\'L~ I frum their tiny a11artmc11t.s lo a 
n.•d lllick buil1ling un Henry Stnaet, later 
c.dk~I the Henry Street Settlement. Two 
ye:11~ later, !\Is. Wald':; Hc11ry Stn.•el Vi-
:-itin)! Nurse Sc1-w.-e establi,;hL-«l hr.u1Ch 
otfa ... .,, in mi1l-!'tt;uihatlalL • 
I" loday"s 
h1gt,ly wmµet1l~-e 
med,cal marketplace. the onent,(Jll ol 
rrliiny hospital e,ecutn,&5 I!> bemg tocusect on emergency 11:r.1( 1:, Sue· 
n-:,slul depaitme,,t, ar~ o,garnzed to m.:mage eli!!CtM;:ly the pru'1,1011 
ol ,:are to the most cnbcally ,II or ,n;urttl µahem while co11111,u111y lu 
manage a high volume of urgent and nCK1·urgen1 pauer,ts 011 a s.rmild· 
r,i:OUS back. 
A common oenominato, m most ~ces;lul ctepart1Tl€11ts 1s str01,g 
le3detsh,p on the part of both the department Med,cal 01r!!Ctv1 and 
the €me1gency phys1C1Jns themsa,.'f:5 
• EMSA Pbys,c,ans - EMSA prm1des lughly quahl1ed. siillt'd and 
e,pe1ieoceu emecgeocy physicians 
• EMSA Med!C31 Di,ectDfs - EMSA Medical Diiectors pioode 
strong. local leadefsh,p m the dep.aitment 
• EMSA Coqxxare 5uf){X)(1 - Management and stall SUfJPOO is a ke-1 
component in the company's approach to etlec!Ne dclr.er; ol quaLty 
healtocare. 
As a physician g,oup piacl!Ce sµeoalt2ITT9 Ill emergeocy me,J,c,oe. 
EMSA piow!es a full range ol ph,'Slcian sratting ar,d management 
, \\'1-:, IOI Ilic l1,~1,1J,1f •;tr,:l'J';r,'./ ,1,,;.,11r,1,1,1 
~: MSA can piowle quality pl\1'SIClallS with 
etleclMl management s.:r,,;:es to llll!Jlo.e vwr Emergency 
Oepa,unet11 operat!Ol\!i. 
EMSA Umited Partnership 
Executive Headquarters 
100 N W. 70th Avenue:. Pl,mtation. FL 33317 
305-584-1000 or 800-443-3672 
FAX: 305-792-3531 
For more facts circle 143 on reply card 
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
SW'EUNMASIJYPI.AZA 
~NEW"iORK 12246 
(518)-MJ-5355 
D.BRUCfJOHNSIONE.<lurellor 
Juanita K. Hunter, EdD, RN 
President 
New York State Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, New York 12084 
Dear Juanita: 
September 14, 1989 
Thank you very much for your kind invitation to attend and to 
be a part of the meeting of the New York State Nurses Association 
October 27 - 29. Unfortunately, I am out of town on all of those 
days -- with a campus visit, a campus presidential inauguration, 
and the Annual Meeting of the College Board in Atlanta, Georgia. 
Again, thank you for thinking of me. I am sorry to miss the 
meeting, but I look forward to the chance to see you later this 
week. 
e Johnstone 
hancellor 
MARIO M. CUOMO 
GOVERNOR 
Dear Ms. Hunter: 
STATE OF NEW YORK 
EXECUTIVE CHAMBER 
ALBANY 12224 
SEP 2g r 
September 19, 1989 
Thank you for your invitation to Governor CUomo requesting 
him to attend a Convention sponsored by the New York State 
Nurses Association on October 27, 1989. 
We are considering this request, and wiil contact you 
again as soon as a determination has been made. 
Ms. Juanita K. Hunter 
New York Stace Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, New York 12084 
Howard B. Glaser 
Special Assistant to 
the Governor 
THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10007 
JOANNE M. BOYCE 
DIRECTOR OF SCHICDUUNG 
Dr. Juanita Hunter 
President 
N.Y.s. Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, HY 12084 
Dear Dr. Hunter: 
September 15, 1989 
rr~,.., 
receivecl 
On behalf of Mayor Koch, I would like to thank you for 
your invitation to attend the New York State Nurses 
Association's seventy-fourth meeting which will be held from 
October 27 thru October JO, 1989. 
Although the Mayor appreciates your invitation, he 
regrets that his schedule will not permit him to join you at 
that time. 
Joanne M. Boyce 
MIEDICAL SOCIBTY OF THB STATII OP Nl!W YORK 
420 LAKEVILLE ROAD. LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y. 11042 (516) 488-6100 
FAX: (516) 488-1267 
DONALD F. FOY 
EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT 
The Honorable Tarky Lombardi, Jr. 
49th District Chairman 
CoD1Dittee on Finance 
The Senate 
State of New York 
Albany, NY 12247 
Dear Senator Lombardi: 
Septeaber 19, 1989 
In response to your letter of August 2, 1989, I am pleased to inform you 
that the Board of Trustees of the Medical Society of the State of New York voted 
to participate in the 1990 Nurse of Distinction Conference and Awards. A 
contribution of $7,500 was approved by the Board. 
In addition, the Board approved a contribution of $7,500 to the New York 
State Nurses Association to establish a nursing scholarship in your name. 
I am enclosing the completed form which designates me as the contact person for future correspondence. 
Best personal regards, 
DFF/e/lad 
Enclosures 
Donald F. Foy 
Executive Vice-President 
cc: Juanita K. Hunter, E.D.D., R.H. 
President, New York State Nurses Association 
Martha L. Orr, H.N., R.H. / 
Executive Director, Hew York State Nurses Association 
School af Nursing 
Ms. Juanita Hunter 
~resident, NYSNA 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, New York 
Dear Juan! ta: 
12084 
C.Orres.pon~ 
recezvecl 
.-:Uo 23 .~.:..; ,_,., ., ·.·:-..; -: .. ry··,-., 
State University of New York at Binghamton 
Binghamton, New York 13901 l 
August 18, 1989 
For the past three years the School of Nursing has implemented a very 
successful .academic support program for ethnicaly diverse and economically 
less advantaged sbxlents called CSTEP (the Collegiate Science and Technology 
Entry Program). It has become increasingly evident, however, that additional 
funding is necessary to expand and further develop these services in order to 
serve larger numbers of students and provide an even more comprehensive 
support program than already exists. 
In order to achieve this goal, the School of Nursing will submit a grant 
prop:,sal to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Division of 
Nursing, entitled "Project Advance: A Comprehensive Recruitment and 
Retention Program for Baccalaureate Nursing Students from Disadvantaged 
Backgrounds." For purposes of the grant, the federal government defines 
11disadvantaged student" as those individuals who Cullie from environments that 
inhibit them from obtaining the knowledge, skills and abilities required to 
enroll in and graduate from a baccalaureate program in nursing as well as 
low-income students. such students might include generic high school 
students, licensed vocational nurses and registered nurses desiring a 
baccalaureate degree. The grant would focus on recruitment and retention 
activities as well as emphasize preparation for the NCLEX licensing 
examination. 
It would be helpful if you would write a letter of support for this 
project application. I have enclosed a draft letter of support for your 
perusal. Please write from the perspective of your role and state the 
benefits to students which such funding would provide. Letters of support 
are due September 1. If you have any questions or need additional 
information, do not hesitate to call me at 777-2678. 
you for your assistance in supporting this proposal. 
KC:jr 
(Dis.2) 
·sincerely, 
r~ 
Kathleen Colling, R.N., Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Project Director, CSTEP Binghamton 
August 18, 1989 
Dear 
ibis letter is written in support of your proposal titled •Project Advance: 
A Comprehensive Recruitment and Retention Program for Baccalaureate Nursing 
Students from Disadvantaged Backgrounds." With the initial success of the 
nursing component of the CSTEP program and its recognition throughout the 
state as a model academic support program in nursing, it becanes iq>erative 
to seek federal funding for expansion to a total, comprehensive support 
program ready to admit larger numbers of less advantaged students to one of 
the finest baccalaureate programs in the cOl.Ultry. Binghamton bas long been 
committed to serving the needs of an increasingly diverse student body in 
order to achieve its mission as a university for the people of New York 
State. New York state is currently coping with a severe shortage of 
baccalaureate prepared nurses and the many students who would be served by 
this project constitute an important human resource to address the health 
care needs of our state. 
The New York State Nursing Association has had a long and proud history of 
advocating for educational opportunities in professional nursing. Today. 
more than ever, these opportunities must be made available not only for the 
generic high school students, but also licensed vocational nurses and 
registered nurses seeking a baccalaureate degree. The needs of low incane 
students and those who come from environments that inhibit them fraa 
enrolling in and graduating from baccalaureate programs can only be addressed 
through comprehensive support programs such as "Project Advance.• NYSNA 
stands ready to assist in any way possible to assist this project to achieve 
its worthwhile goals. 
{;L) r •c15.ponclerx=e._ 
recezvec:1 
... 
Martha L Orr, MN, RN 
Executive Director 
Conslfluent of The Amedcln 
NunesAaodaUon 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Westem Avenutr, Guilderland, New York 12084-9501 
TEL. (518) 456-5371 FAX # (518) 456-0697 
Dr. D. Bruce Johnstone 
Chancellor 
State University of New York 
State University Plaza 
Albany, NY 12246 
Dear Chancellor Johnstone: 
August 24, 1989 
This will confinn a meeting with Dr. Juanita K. Hunter, President, NYSNA, 
in your office o~ Wednesday, September 13 at 4 p.m. 
If there are any changes in this meeting time, please contact me at the telephone 
number above. 
/ker 
cc: J.K. Hunter 
M. Orr 
Sincerely yours, 
L ., .Y • . ,. l...<) / . ..,,._ 
/'C l,777 'e , ·~ C t.'•-t'•-~ .. /L c.,,;, 
Kim E. Roberts 
Confidential Administrative Assistant 
to the Executive Director 
Corr e5.po r:1clerx.€_ 
recezvecl . 
September 21, 1989 
WASHINGTON STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
83 SOUTH KING STREET, SUITE 500 
SEATTLE. WA 98104 (206)622.3613 
Juanita Hunter, President 
New York State Nurses Assoc. 
2113 Western Ave. 
Guilderland, NY 12084 
Dear Juanita: 
It• s time- again to let you know what is happening in Washington ... 
state. 
First, let me say that I think we have begun to rebuild. We have 
hearings and elections coming up, but still have a little time. 
The ongoing education in the local units is going with slow 
progress but is effective. We have several staff nurses on per 
diem working these units, under the direction of the cabinet on 
Economic and General Welfare. 
We have started on a master raid plan with goals, objectives, and 
proposed time outcomes. 
We have a search group helping to find staff and have hired two 
labor negotiators, and have other interviews lined up for labor 
relations and government relations. 
We have uncovered some new facts. We have proof that our former 
labor staff met with UFCW and drafted the letter to WSNA stating 
that we must affiliate with UFCW or else. We have also found 
that our telephone lines were tapped. Every day we think nothing 
else can happen, then it does. 
our morale is good and everyone is still going the extra mile. 
our staff have expanded their duties to use some of their talents 
that were not being used. 
we still need your support and the support of ANA. This has been 
and is very expensive and it seems we need to do so many things 
at the same time that lack of staff is overwhelming. one area 
that is hard to fill is public relations. We still need to 
produce a lot of flyers and written pieces to go out to local 
unit members as well as to keep our whole membership informed. 
A constituent of the American Nurses Association 
• 
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Let me say again how much your help and support means to us. 
Without your caring it would be impossible to do all that 
needs to be done to prove that nurses are the best 
representatives for nurses and that the professional aspects of 
our association are what our nurses want. 
Sincerely yours, 
Joanna Boatman, RN 
President 
JB:b 
cc: Lucille Joel, President, American Nurses Association 
_..._ 
·Oklahoma Nflrses Association 
6414 N. Sant~ Fe. Suite A. Oklahoma City. Oklahoma 73116 
(405) 840-3476 
September 20, 1989 
Lucille Joel, President 
American Nurses Association 
2420 Pershing Road 
Kansas City, MO 64108 
Dear Lucille: 
After careful consideration aQd consultation with legal counsel, 
the Board of Directors voted to notify ANA that the Oklahoma. 
Nurses Association will not operate under the Statement of 
Understanding between ANA and SNAs. The Oklahoma Nurses 
Association Board of Directors has expended significant resources 
in its efforts to develop a written agreement between the ANA and 
OBA a~d that continues to be our goal. 
The Board of Directors asked me to notify you, for information, 
of several considerations about this matter, including the following: 
1. The Statement of Understanding is generic and there is no 
opportunity for ONA to identify its own unique needs. 
2. The section on conflict resolution seems incomplete. 
3. The statement does not provide any penalties for not 
providing services as described or a •refund• of some of 
the aaaessment fee when aervicea are not provided. 
,. The section on non-dues revenue programs needs more 
consideration, can ANA unilaterally discontinue a 
program because of budget constraints (page 7, item 3) 
if it is a joint venture? Is the process applicable 
s. 
to an annual consideration of non-dues revenue programs 
or to all programs proposed throughout t.he year? 
The document reflects a dependency relationship of the SNA 
to ANA rather than the relationship of two separate corporations. 
,. The statement does not have a clause as to how it may be 
terminated and there is no place for signatures or date 
of adoption of the statement by ANA and the SNA. 
Co r reEapo nclen::e_ 
reccived· 
Lucille Joel - ANA 
September 20, 1989 2. 
In previous responses to the proposed Statement of Understanding, 
ONA raised questions about the provision allowing the ARA 
Constituent Forum (Constituent Assembly) to participate in the 
negotiations for the Statement of Understanding/written agreeaaent 
between ANA and the SNAs. The Board of Directors continues to ba 
concerned about this provision. 
The Board of Directors is unwilling to expend further resources 
on this activity unless there is a proposal from AHA for 
individual agreements with the state nurses association. 
Please call me if you have any questions about this decision. 
Sincerely, 
Paggy H4rt, PhD., RN 
President 
PH:FIW:tt 
r •e:;eo f')C . • 
rec'eive<:i. 
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EKCvltJDli ..... 
Can,mu..,t of The American 
Nurses Asaocl.litlon 
TO: 
FROM: 
RE: 
DATE: 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Westem Avenue. Gufldertand, New York 12084-9501 
TEL (511) 456-5371 FAX# (518) 456..0697 
MEMO~ 
NYSNA Board of Directors 
DNA Presidents 
Karen A. Ballard, MA, RN 
Director 
Nursing Practice and Services Program/JlhJ3 
Nationa1 Counci1 of State Board for Nursing 
Request for Nominations Re: Nurse Aide Competency 
August 24, 1989 
********************************************************************** 
Enclosed for your information is material from Or. Milene Megel 
regarding request for nominations to NCSBN Advisory Panels for Nurse 
Aide Competency Evaluation Program Job Analysis. Please utilize and 
distribute as you wish. Any questions or need for additional infonna-
tion can be obtained fr0111 Dr. Hegel at {518) 474-3843. 
KAB/dpf 
I . - . ·1·· • 
llWf•l la sun: a, UMillllll. 
OFFICE OF THE STATE BOARD FOR NURSING 
TO: 
FROM: 
July 26, 1989 
Deans and Directors of Nursing Education and Directors of Nursing 
Administration 
Milene A. Mege), PhD, RN, Executive Secretary YllJ¢:! 
New York State Board for Nursing 
SUBJECT: Advismy Panels for Nurse Aide Competency Ew.luation Program Job 
Analysis 
Attached is a letter from the Director of Research Services of the National Council 
of State Boards of Nursing, Inc. asking for nominations to two panels which will advise the 
Director of Research Services in conducting a job analysis of nurse aide incumbents in FY 
90. The Content Steering Panel will be composed of registered professional nurses (RNs), 
licensed practical nurses/vocational nurses (LPNNNs), and nurse aides who will provide 
input regarding development of the activity list and data collection instrument. A job 
analysis expert and RNs with knowledge regarding access to nurse aide data respondents 
and research techniques will serve on the Technical Advisory Panel 
Each panel's functions and qualifications for appointment are descnoed in the 
accompanying documents. A copy of the application form, one for each pane), bas been 
provided. All of these documents may be reproduced as needed. 
You are asked to submit nominations for individuals to be considered for 
appointment to each panel. All nominations must be submitted to the National Council 
of State Boards of Nursing, Inc., to the attention of Dr. Carolyn Yokum, Director of 
Research Services no later than 18 September 1989. Appointments are anticipated to be 
made in October 1989. 
H you require any additional information, please can me at (518) 474-3843. 
Attachments 
MAM/jmw 
17 July 1989 
Dear Colleague: 
62:, North Mich,pn 
Suitel.544 
Chic.igo. Illinois 60611 
.H2 787.6555 
The National council of State Boards of Nursing is 1;>lanning to 
conduct during 1990 a job analysis study of nurse a1des_employed 
in acute care. nursing home, and home ~ealt~ care set~1ngs 
during 1990. The information collected 1n th,~ ~tudy w1ll _be used 
to examine the validity of the Nat~onal Coun~1l s nurse aide 
competency evaluation program. Th1s evaluat10~ pr~gram was 
developed in response to the US Congress_enact1ng 1nto law PL 
100-203, commonly referred to as the Omnibus Budget 
Reconciliation Act (OBRA} of 1987. 
The National Council is currently in the planning s~age_for 
implementing this national study. the pur~ose of which 1s 
identify the frequency with which nurse a1~e~ ~erform s~ec1~1~ 
activities and the importance of these ac~1~1t1es to m~1nta1n1ng 
the well-being of care recipients. To fac1l1tate p~ann1ng for and 
to assure the quality of the study. the_Board of 01:ectors has 
authorized the establishment of tw~ adv1sory panels. a Content 
steering Panel and a Technical Adv1sory Panel. 
It is in this area that the National Council need~ th~ a~sistance 
of members of the nursing community. '.ou are be1ng 1nv1ted to 
submit nominations for appointment to e1cher or both of these 
panels. 
The content STeering Panel will advise_the Oirector_of Rese~r~h 
services about the activities engaged 1n by ~urse a1des! cr1t1que 
drafts of the data collection form, a~d prov1de sug~est1on~ 
regarding how the data can best be co!1e~ted. _The ~nput or this 
group is crucial because its recommendat1ons ~1~l_d1rectly 
influence the completeness of the 1ist of act:v1t1e~ to be 
included in the study. Currently, plans are_r~r this !roup ~o" 
h&ve one two-day meeting in Chicago ~ius a m1n1m~m of ~t-hom~_ 
work during which they would be reQues~30 to r~v1ew_~rart cop1es 
of documents. It 1s anticipatea that t.n1s meeting w,11 be 
scheduled for late 1989 or early ~990. 
Tho Technical Advisory Panel will advise the Director of Research 
s~~vices about. the methodological asoect.s of the_~tudy an~ may be 
called uoon to assist in making crov1~ions fo~ p11ot te~~1ng_ 
dra f ... - of the data col1ectic-n 1:ist.!"'oment. Tll1s panel w,1! a1s0 
.. ::. d - · 1 · •1e or ..- 11,.. mon; tor t.he D!""Ogress of t.h~ s ~u:ly an . i o I ow, ng re-.: w -· -
rre:;ponc . . · 
recezved 
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results, critique a draft of the f1nal report and i~s 
conclusions. The input of this group is crucial because its 
recommendations will directly influence how the study is 
implemented and the content of the final report. 
To facilitate communication between the two panels, one of the 
registered nurse members of the Technical Advisory Panel will 
also be~ member of the Content Steering Panel. Currently, plans 
are for this group to have two two-day meetings in Chicago plus a 
minimum of ··at-home" work during which they would be reQuested to 
review draft copies of documents. It is anticipateo that the 
first meeting will be scheduled for late 1989 or early 1990. 
All meetings of the panels will be held in Chicago at the 
National Council's office. All travel costs, including 
transportation, meals, and, if necessary, hotel accommodations 
will be paid by the National Council. In addition, all panel 
members will be paid an honorarium for their ser~ices. 
The National Council would appreciate your consideration of the 
attached documents describing the desired qualifications of 
individuals to be appointed to each of the advisory panels and 
the submission of completed nomination forms for qualified 
individuals. These documents may be reproduced for use by you or 
any other colleagues that you might share them with. 
All nomination forms should be returnea to my attention no later 
tt,an 18 September 1989. Prior to 1 September 1989, all responses 
should be sent to the letterhead letterhead address. After that 
date, the address will be: 676 St. Clair, Suite 500, Chicago, IL 
60611. It is anticipated that the Board of Directors will make 
appointments to these panels in October 1989. If you need any 
additional information, please call me at {312} 787-6555. 
Sincerely, 
Carolyn J. Yocom, Ph.0. 1 R.N. 
Director of Research Services 
rres.ponc 
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NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE BOARDS OF NURSING 
NURSE AIDE COMPETENCY EVALUATION PROGRAM 
JOB ANALYSIS TECHNICAL ADVISORY PANEL 
The Technical Advisory Panel will provide input with regard to 
the overall technical/methodological conduct of the job analys~s 
study. Individuals with the educational and experiential 
background in research techniQues applicable to the performance 
of the study are essential members of this group. 
FUNCTIONS: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Provide input regarding methodology for data collection 
and analysis (e.g., sample selection, data collection 
methods. etc.); 
Assist with pilot testing of data collection instrument 
drafts: 
Review project progress and data analysis results; 
CritiQue draft of final report and its conclusiona. 
COMPOSITION: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
one individual with expertise in the performance of job 
analysis studies 
three Registered Nurses 
one member of this panel will also be one of the 
Registered Nuree members on the Content Steering Panel 
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF NURSE PANEL MEMBERS: 
1. Educational and experiential background in research 
techniQues appropriate to the conduct of this study; 
2. Knowledgeable regarding how to obtain access to nurse 
aides in health care settings; 
3. Collectively, Panel members will be representative of 
all geograph;c areas of the National Council; 
~- Collectively, Panel members wil1 be knowledgeable of 
nurse aide practice in all three heaith care settings 
{acute care. nursing homes, home health). 
Note: The ideal nurse member of this oanel will be a nursing 
administrator (e.g., director, assistant director) of a 
~ursing home. hospital, or an agency providing home health 
care, so that their knowledge of organiza~ional structure 
ano staff characteristics in the various settings can be 
u;ed ~o facilitate oilot tes~1ng the data collection 
1nst.rument. and actual data coiiect.1on. 
' 
APPLICATION FOR APPOINTMENT TO 
JOB ANALYSIS TECHNICAL ADVISORY PANEL 
NURSE AIDE COMPETENCY EVALUATION PROGRAM 
DIRECTIONS: Please print or type all requested information. 
PART I Personal Information and Work History 
NAME: 
first m. i. last 
HOME ADDRESS: 
street apt.• 
city state zip 
HOME PHONE: 
(area code) 
EMPLOYER: 
(name of agency/institution) 
TYPE OF AGENCY/INSTITUTION: _ HOSPITAL _ NURSING HOME 
_ HOME HEALTH CARE 
WORK ADDRESS: 
street 
city state zip 
WORK PHONE: 
(area code) 
TOTAL NUMBER YEARS EMPLOYED IN THIS AGENCY/INSTITUTION: 
CURRENT JOB TITLE: 
YE.~P.S EMPLOYED IN THIS POSiTiOM: 
ARE YOiJ AN RN? _ (ES _NO 
_ rr~,,-,c ·. 
---r#fetf~/#C-
.2 
DESCRIBE MAJOR DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES (e.g., superv;s;on of. 
other nursing personnel. provide direct care to 
residents/patients. etc.): 
PART II Education History - List most racent1y completed program 
first and than the next most recently completed, etc. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
Program Name Major Degree/ 
Cert;ficate 
Year 
PART III Qual . .,, · · 
d 1 1eat10ns - Please . escr101ng why you want to - . wrtt~ a b~1ef statement 
fharacteristics you possess0:~!~c1care 1n th~s project and the 
e.g.! educational background w:u d co~tr1bute to its success 
exper1ence, etc). • wor exper1ence. research 
.3 
PART IV EMPLOYER STATEMENT - Please have your emoloyer complete 
this section. 
1. Provide a brief narrative statement describing the 
contributions you feel the individual named on this 
application could make to the project. 
4 
2. As the employer of the individual named on this apglication, 
I verify thats/he is an employee in good standing and that. 
if selected, would be released from work responsibilities to 
participate in panel meetings. 
NAME: 
TITLE: 
SIGNATURE: 
Return comoleted form to: 
CJT 
CAROLYN J • YOCOM , . Ph • 0 • • R • tL 
DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH SERVICES 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE BOARDS 0~ NURS!NG 
625 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE, SUITE 1544 
CHICAGO, IL~INOIS ~0611 
u 11·.!f!·~ 
C:\k?\NACE~\jAP~FP.TXT 
rres.pon> :. 
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NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE BOARDS OF NURSING 
NURSE AIDE COMPETENCY EVALUATION PROGRAM 
JOB ANALYSIS CONTENT STEERING PANEL 
The Content Steering Panel will provide input with regard to the 
development of an activity list and development of the data 
collection instrument for use in a job analysis study. 
Individuals with direct knowledge and understanding of the nature 
of the work performed by nurse aides in acute care, nursing 
home, and home health care settings and with knowledge of the 
characteristics of the nurse aide population are essential 
members of this group. 
FUNCTIONS: 
1. Review and critique list of nurse aide activities for 
accuracy and comprehensiveness. 
2. Critique drafts of data collection instrument for 
appropriateness of use (e.g., reading level, clarity. 
etc.}. 
3. Provide suggestions regarding approaches to data 
collection. 
COMPOSITION: 
1. two Registered Nurses 
2. two Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurses 
3. three nurse aides 
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Licensed personnel are currently employed as first-line 
supervisors of nurse aides and have at least two years 
experience in this capacity; 
Nurse aides are cur·rently employed as nurse aides and 
have a minimum of two years experience; 
One of the Registered Nurse members of this Panel will 
also be one of the Registered Nurse members of the 
Technical Advisory Panel; 
Collectively. Panel members wi 11 be reprasentative of 
ail geographic areas of the Hai:ional Council; 
Collectively, Panel members will be knowledgeable of 
nurse aide practice in ail three hea:th care sett1n9s 
(acute care. nursing homes. home health). 
APPLICATION FOR APPOINTMENT TO 
JOB ANALYSIS CONTENT STEERING PANEL 
NURSE AIDE COMPETENCY EVALUATION PROGRAM 
DIRECTIONS: Please Print or type all reauested information. 
PART I Personal Information and Work History 
NAME: 
first m.i. last 
HOME ADDRESS: 
street apt. I 
city state zip 
HOME PHONE: 
(area code) 
EMPLOYER: 
(name of agencyiinstitution) 
TYPE OF AGENCY/INSTlTUTION: HOSPITAL _ NURSING HOME 
HOME HEALTH CARE 
WORK ADDRESS: 
street 
c'ity state zip 
WORk PHONE: 
(area code) ext. 
TOTAL NUMBER YEARS EMPLOYED IN THIS AGENCY/INSTITUTION: 
CURRENT JOB T!TLE: 
fEARS EHPLOYEO IN THIS POSIT!ON: 
ARE YOU AN (ch~ck one): AIDE l?N/VN 
. r. r P,::. • ..,rJn nc . . . . 
. · r:c~-~fcl:: • 
DESCRIBE MAJOR DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES (e.g., suoerv;s,on of 
other nursing personnel, provide direct care to 
residents/patients, etc.): 
PART II Education History - List most recently comoieted program 
first and then the next most recently comcleted. etc. 
t. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Program Name Major Degree/ 
Cert.'ificate 
Year 
PART III Qualifications - Please write a brief statement 
descr1b1ng why you want to oartici0ate in this project and the 
characteristics you possess that would contribute to its success 
(e.g .• educational background, work exgerience, research 
exoerience. etc). 
I 
PART iv Employer Statement - Please have your e111Dloyer complete 
this section. 
1. Provide a brief narrative statement describing the 
contributions you feel the individual named on this application 
could make to the project. 
2. As the employer of the individual named on this apolication. 
I verify thats/he is an employee in good standing and that. if 
selected, would be released from work responsibilities to 
participate in panel meetings. 
NAME: 
TITLE: 
SIGNATURE: 
Return comoleted form to: 
GJY 
0712B9 
CAROLYN J. YOCOM. Ph.D •• R.N. 
DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH SERVICES 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE BOARDS OF NUP.S!NG 
625 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE. SUITE 15~4 
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60611 
C: \WP\MA1.:EP\CSTAPP. TXT 
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